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FE B R U A R Y ,

Proceeding’s
AT

Ordinary General Meeting1,
February 26, 1 91 0.
The Ordinary Genera] M eeting of the Society
was held in the Lecture Theatre of the Trans
vaal U niversity College, on Saturday evening
February 26th, Mr. A. M cArthur Johnston
(President) in the chair.
There were also
p resen t:—
56 Members : Messrs. W . R. Dowling, F.
F. Alexander, E. H. Croghan, A. Richardson, G.

1910.

N o. 8.

papers, the .President announced that all thecandidates for membership had been unanimously
elected, as follow s :—
H e n r y S t a n l e y , Crown Mines, Ltd.,
P. 0 B ox 102, iord sb u rg. Cyanider.
p ’ n
r;Pf KST' Cro"'ri M ines, L td.,
f . U. JJox ,ioo, Johannesburg. Cyanider
J u d g e , A r t h u r T h e o p h ilu s , Machavie G M
Co., Ltd., Potcliefstroom . M ining Engineer
M id d l e t o n , H e n r y V i c t o r , Crown Mines, L td.,
P. 0 . B ox 102, iord sb u rg. Cyanider.
O w e n , L io n e l A r t h u r , CroM-n Mines, L td ., p . O
-Box 1124, Johannesburg. Cyanider
S h o r t A r t h u r R e g .n a ld , Crown Mines, L td.,
1 . O B ox 36, I- ordsburg. Cyanider. (Transfer
jrom, Associate Boll.)
C o llin s ,

?'
Pr° f ' ( i ~ J!' StanJey, J- E. Thomas,
W o o d , J o h n E g e r t o n , A .M .L is t .C .E ., A .R .S .M
A. W hitby, H. A. W hite, Prof. J. A. Wilkinson,
iiatayia, Java. Consulting M ining Engineer *
R G. Bevington, W . A. Caldecott, A. F. Crosse
W y i .y , A r t h u r Jam es, Mijnhoiuv Maat.scliappii'
E. L. Adams, H. A . Adams, J. F. Bagshaw, F
M etallurgist?11' ’
B enk° e ,t " ’ Suni“^
Y\. Bentley, W . Broom, J. M. Campbell, S. Caris
T h e S e cre ta ry : Since the last meeting o f
J. Chilton, F. W. Ciadel, D. Coll, M. J. D oyle
the Society the follow ing have been admitted b v
A. D Gillmore, B. J. Hastings, C. B.. Hilliard!
the C ou n cil:—
H. Howard, M. C. Inglis, T. Johnson, G. A
As Associates.—
Lawson, H. Lea, J. Lea, W . D ’A. Lloyd, C. E.
Meyer, P. T. Morrisby, M. T. Murray, S. Newton,
C h i t t e n d e n , E d g a r D a r l in g t o n , P. O. B ox 2235
Johannesburg. Claim holder.
’
E. A . Osterloh, E. Pam, C. F. Parry F D
C r e a g h J ° h n Geldenhuis Deep, L td., P. 0 . B ox
Phillips, E. T. Rand, W. H Roe, H. A. Scarf!
54, Cleveland. Cyanider.
R, D. Scotland, G. H. Smith, B. T. Solly, S. H.’
G i l l m o r e , W i l l i a m D u n c a n , Aurora W est United
Steels, R. Stokes, A. Thomas, J. R . ThuriowCyanider 0"
° ' B ° X 26, M araisb’ lrSJ. F. Walker, F. Wells, and L. J. Wilmoth.
N is b e t h , G o s t a F r e d h ik A r t h u r , P. 0 . B ox 6221
22 A ssociates1and Students: Messrs. A. R.
Johannesburg. M ining Engineer
’
Adams, C. Y. Bruce, C. J. Crocker, G. J V
Clarence, J. Cronin, C.' L. Dewar, J. H. Hopkins,
W. J. R. Hunter, E. G. K enyon, A. King, E
‘ "SSSr&iaKSKK H
lob
“ *'
Lee C L.pschitz, C. J. McCaffrey, G. Musson,
S u t h e r l a n d , W i l l i a m Joseph P a te r s o n Dvn-i
S.
^ e w , H. B. Powter, F. J. Pooler, H G
mite Factory, M odderfontein, Chemist.’
.Roake, J. H. Smith, H. Stadler, A. W illcox and
A s Students.—
W. Waters.
Gibb
B e r t ie , Sub-N igel L td ., Nigel.
Cyanide
.Learner.

*

20 V isitors (in clu d in g M essrs. W . M cD erm ott,
H . G . N ich olls and E. C. D y a son ), and Fred.
R ow la n d , Secretary.

T a y l o r , M ic h a e l , Princess Estate and G. M . Co

The minutes o f the previous m onthly meeting,
as printed in the January Journal, were confiinied.

T h o r n e T hom as L l e w e l l y n , A urora W est U nited
;•
C7° >'■ O. Box- 97, Roodenoort.

NEW

M EM BERS.

Messrs. Newton and R oe were appointed
scrutineers, and after their scrutiny o f the ballot

Learner'

^

112’

R oodei)oort-

Cyanide

Cyanide Learner.

P r e s id e n t ’ s R e t u r n .

Mr. W .

R. D o w lin g (V ice-President)-. I
should like to .take this opportunity of welcoming
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our President after a four months’ holiday. H e
is looking very well and so must have been
enjoying himself. I understand he has seen quite
a number o f our oversea members, and will be
able to tell us about them.
T he P residen t : I thank you heartily for
your welcome to me on my return, and can but
.say that it is a great pleasure to me to be back
■once more.
In addition, I would take this
opportunity
of
congratulating
your
VicePresidents on the excellent progress the Society
has made during my holiday, and I feel that I am
to be envied in having such capable leaders to
help me through.
The most prominent feature o f my holiday was
the hearty ■welcome I received from mining and
metallurgical men at home in my capacity as
President of this Society
I f was a delight to
me to find that amongst the most up-to-date in
our profession, I Deeded no introduction, as our
work here was well known and appreciated, andm y only wish is that the friendship I received
from them as your President, will be continued
as an individual when m y term of office expires.
I met and was hospitably received by our
corresponding Member of Council, Mr. G. T
H olloway, who is, I am pleased to say, recovered
from his regrettable a ccid en t; by one of our past
presidents, Mr. W .R Feldtm ann; by our honorary
member, Mr. J .S . MacArthur, with both of whom
it was a pleasure to resume past acquaintanceship ;
by Mr. T. A. Eickard, so well known in the
journalistic mining world : and by the President
and Council of the Institute of M ining and
M etallurgy. From each and all of these I had many
■enquiries regarding confreres on these fields, and
they all sent kind messages to our Society, and I
■can only encourage you all in our work by saying
that the records of it, as embodied in our Journal,
are highly appreciated and valued.
Coming back with these kindly feelings; I am
lucky in being able to reciprocate in a slight
■degree to-night by welcoming here one o f the
past presidents of the Institute of M ining and
Metallurgy, Mr. Walter M cDermott.
As most of you are aware, this Society is
intimately connected with the Institute of M ining
and Metallurgy, and a cordial and friendly feeling
exists, whilst papers of interest to both Societies’
members are occasionally printed in the proceed
ings of each society. In addition the standardi
sation of screening and o f weights and measures
undertaken by the Institute of M ining and
Metallurgy has been o f very material use to our
industry. Other fields are still open for efforts
in similar directions and I feel that, in as much as
we may view things somewhat differently from our
friends in London, it would be to the advantage
•of the mining and metallurgical world if certain

standards .were adopted and endorsed by both
societies.
Mr. M cD erm ott was well-known to many of us
by reputation a few weeks ago. H e lias now, I
am pleased to say, cemented this in a more
personal manner. H is knowledge of working
conditions has been considerably enhanced during
his stay, and after viewing metallurgical and
mining practice here, I feel sure he w ill have
something interesting to tell us. It is the habit
in some countries to waylay visitors on their
arrival and get their impressions right away.
W e have been more charitable, or should I say
lucky, as we have been able to reserve his
remarks till the end of his visit. W ith your
permission then I would call upon Mr. M cD erm ott
to tell us what he thinks of us, and as the
traditions of this society are not against hard
hitting, he -need not fear if he criticises us in a
-hostile spirit.
Mr. W a lter M cD erm ott, who met with a
most cordial reception, s a id : Mr, President and
gentlemen, I am extremely touched by the kind
reception you have given me, as indeed I' have
been by the reception I have met with throughout
South Africa during my visit here. I should be
well nigh overwhelmed if I did not recognise that
the attention which has been paid to me, and the
kindnesses I have received, are in a sense official
and in my capacity as representing the Institution
of M ining and M etallurgy, so that I do not have
any false modesty in assuming .that it is entirely
personal, whilst at the same time I have had
sufficient of that to give it a personal flavour.
W hat your President has said is perhaps a little
without justification as to what I can say to you.
I have been caught quite young in the country,
and there is nothing really that I can say except
as to general impressions of the conflicting
conditions which exist, and of the many unsettled
questions regarding which it would be very
presumptuous were I to attempt to give any
conclusions of m y own.
I am still with an
absolutely open mind on a number of points in
which I have taken great interest, but about
which I can truly say nothing but what I have
heard, but to ju d g e between them or say anything
as to the actual tendency of the conditions here
is quite impossible for me, even after a few w^eeks
residence. I have seen a good deal, but not half
as much as I should have done had it not been
for m y occupation and travels to different parts.
I should like to have seen more of the typical
mining plants than I have. O f course I have
read a great deal and thus have a general idea of
what questions are still open.
I may say in
connection with that, that I do find there is still
this trouble of the diversity of opinion as to what
is going to be the treatment in the future. I
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say nothing of mining as I have only been
underground twice, and can therefore express no
opinion. But I have been struck by the attention
which is being devoted, not only to the details of
crushing, but also to the treatment. I-find that
some of you are still occupied with the question
of the continuous treatment, without classification,
of the tails, that is the treatment of sand and slime
together. This is nothing new. It has long
occupied the thoughts of all o f you but it has not
been practically follow ed’ out owing to the
difficulties of a continuous working process.
Everyone recognises the advantages of ■ the
continuous working process, and if continuous
settling could be combined with the continual
operation of slime and sand together, there would
be advantages connected with it. The question
of the settling of slime itself almost necessarily
involves further consideration.
I find many
interesting facts are abroad at the present time as
to what is being done in this direction by more
than one metallurgist on the field. O f course
people abroad have sometimes unduly criticised
the decantation system of slime settlement, very
often because they have not seen it. Anyone
who has seen what has been done with the
decantation system gets his eyes opened to new
facts, and its success here must be admitted in
other parts of the world. Therefore any con
clusions arrived at abroad would require
modification so as to give expression as to what
has been done here. Whether it is the ore or the
skill o f the metallurgist, certainly you produce
effective settling and decantation, and the
reduction of values in the solution and residues
is accomplished. Therefore any changes from
that will be in the nature of reforms coming from
the universal effort made to reduce cost, since
there is no more chance of increasing extraction.
I do not want to go into particulars as to what
investigations are being made. Rut any modifi
cation of a continuous system o f settling will
take time to develop and it is a matter on which
I cannot begin to express an opinion. I only
introduced it here as being one of the points
which struck me as being interesting to us, and
to which we and others connected with the
Institution of M ining and Metallurgy look forward
to information from your transactions and from
actual work here with the greatest interest.
Y our President has referred to the relations
between the two Societies and I am pleased to
corroborate his wishes on behalf o f the Institution
<■!' M ining and Metallurgy, that these relations,
shall continue to be of a most intimate character,
and Le extended in any direction in which they
can be made workable. ‘ One direction has been
indicated to you by your President in his remarks
to you ju st now, that is, thfit wp should co-operate
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in establishing a uniform ity of terms throughout
the world. _ W e have established a few standards
and we think they have been successful, for at
least they have brought uniform ity of thought
amongst men and the intercommunication of
ideas. I-sh o u ld like to say that the basis on
which we have worked on the other side is one
that probably you are soon also to adopt in
anything that relates to the uniformity of practice
amongst th^ members of our profession all over
the world. Y ou enjoy advantages which we do
not on the other side. Our membership is more
scattered. We do not get collected together, as
you do in this room, those men whose interests
are largely in common as regards their daily
occupations. I think there is hardly a' subject
that anyone of you may bring up for which you
will not immediately get a> very large and
sympathetic attention. Whereas with us we may
have papers read at a very large meeting in
which there is comparatively small interest. A t
the same time the profession is wider than in
Johannesburg, and the subjects of which we treat
are perhaps more far reaching, in some respects,
if less interesting. Therefore we find it necessary
not to attempt from London to lay down any
laws or even suggestions until we have first
collected the opinions of engineers outside
London. I should like to suggest therefore that
in case we should co-operate in this movement as
to uniform ity o f terms that you should be satisfied
with our method, and first of all collect opinions
by questions addressed to residents abroad, and
not only amongst, yourselves.
When these
matters have been submitted to engineers all
over the world, and they have had an opportunity
of expressing themselves or suggesting terms,
then you will really feel that you have the force
of the profession behind you in a; way you would
not have if you simply adopted a certain system of
your own in Johannesburg, and I am sure it will
meet with the approval o f all active members o f the
Institution of M ining and Metallurgy. Therefore
if you have suggested any collection of terms—
arid there was a proposal on our side to attempt to
introduce such a thing though we have taken no
steps yet— you being the first in the field, if you
can suggest something of •that ■nature for our
consideration, and w ill join with us in circularising
engineers all over the world, we should heartily
co-operate with you.
Y our President has suggested that I should
say something on screens. There has been some
misunderstanding about these screens.
We
attach no undue importance to their standardisa
tion, and there was no common intention to have
a screen used in any sort of way commercially.
We found dissimilarity in practice, and when
collecting opiniops all over the world, we found
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there •was a general consensus o f opinion as to
the adoption of a standard screen which would
be. the means of translation into the common
language of all engineers. A t the time we were
obtaining opinions we received an immense
number o f suggestions, suggestions as to the
scale on which we should grade them, the number
of screens, the wire to be used as a standard, and
we had every opportunity of collecting evidence
from all over the world as to what appeared to
be the most generally, held opinion concerning
the most useful standards. W e placed them in
arithmetical progression, and we then found out
that we could have them manufactured at some
thing like a uniform standard. .But as you know
commercial screens are very irregular. The one
half o f a screen may. be slightly different to the
other half of a screen, and it is impossible to
purchase screens with, .any .real regularity. W e
felt there was no possibility of converting a screen
into a scientific instrument.
In the webbing
there is always a marked difference even with the
greatest care. There is the difference in the use
by the individual, the length of time the sample
is rubbed through the screen, and the length of
time the screen has been in use. It is only an
instrument which can be used in a laboratory for
rapid and approximate work, and to attem pt to
introduce reforms by the use of micrometers and
going entirely on apertures is, in my opinion,
slightly misleading in practice. Every man does
not use micrometers, and the screen is not a
scientific instrument at the end when you have
done it all. So there is 110 reason in saying this
is a standard which must be used in practice, but
it is a means o f interpreting into language
certain results of working. There is no reason.in
giving us a standard mesh.
Every man who
works in mesh will know exactly what it means.
W e have tried to establish something which every
metallurgist can obtain and every man can use in
a laboratory. T o show how difficult the question
of screening is, I may say, it has taken months
of time and has cost manufacturers a great deal
of money to produce, even on a small scale, the
number of feet necessary to'supply laboratories
with a real well sized screen. W e have succeeded
in that and have these to 120 mesh. It is true
that some of the larger mesh are not absolute,
but they carry out the progression and are useful
for purposes o f comparison. The Institution of
M ining and Metallurgy screening is not used
commercially, for you would never think of using
such a thickness o f wire commercially, but it
carries out the system necessary to finer mesh.
I may tay in connection with this that what has
been done by the Mines Trials Committee here is
of very great interest to all the world, and the
desire of the Committee to express the equivalent
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in a standard mesh will be very much followed
abroad, but there is not the slightest desire that
such a standard should be . used by investigators
where they have good reason to adopt another
standard.
I think, gentlemen, that I have touched on all
the points 1 wished to speak about and I thank
you heartily for what you have said both for
myself and for the Institution of M ining and
Metallurgy.
T h e P r e s id e n t : I am sure we appreciate very
much vvhat Mr. M cD erm ott has said, and in
parting with him I can only say we all wish him
a very pleasant and safe voyage back to England.
I also wish to welcome in your name two
visitors we have ivith us to-night from other parts
of the world— Mr. H . G. Nicliolls, with whom
many of you will connect a certain slimes settler,
and whose reputation has extended well over the
U nited States; and Mr. E. C. Dyason, who is on
a visit from Melbourne.
Mr. H. G.. N ich olls ( V isitor) : W ith regard to
impressions, there is one I can offer unhesitatingly,
and that is the universal kindness I have
experienced since I came here. I have been
made to feel so much at home that I have half
ceased to consider myself a visitor. In connection
with slimes I hope I may be able, at some future
date, to meet you again.
Mr. E. C. D ya son ( Visitor ) : I am very glad
indeed to be able to attend, a meeting of this
Society, and to pay a visit to this, the M ecca of
gold mining engineers. I hope that after I have
worshipped at the shrine I shall go back to
Australia very much edified.
Prof. G. H. S tan ley ( Member o f Council)
here exhibited two laboratory sieves which had
been introduced in accordance with the standards
recommended by the Institution of M ining and
Metallurgy (with apertures '006 in. and 01 in ),
combined with an arrangement which enabled
the screens to be replaced when worn.
C o n g r a t u l a t io n s to e M b . C a ld e c o tt.

Prof. J. A . W ilk in son ( Member o f C o u n cil) :
1 think the congratulations of the Society are due
to Mr. W . A. Caldecott, one of our Past Presidents,
who has ju st been awarded the degree of Dr. of
Science by his alma mater, the Cape University.
Mr. W . A. C a ld ecott expressed his thanks
for the kind reference.
■FURTHER N O T E S O N R A N D M IN IN G .
By T o m J o h n s o n (Member).
It is well known that several mines have trouble
with the roof of working places, and I thought a
few remarks on how to deal with some of the
problems would not be out of place, hence these
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notes
N o doubt jruch that I have to say
to-night will be old to some of you, but from
what I can see and hear, will hear bringing
forward again. I n some cases the roof sh ow !
weight over .large areas, crushing the pillars in
the stopes the drive rib s/a n d sometimes even
the large safety pillars o f the shafts

( r o p s or sets o f tim ber, as tim ber, w ith a mo vin e

I’ T
t reqUlre rellew >I'g fairly soon.
8
Packivalh and Pigsties.— P ackw alls should
p
l ^ To f t the
’h e reef
^ f and nnea''ly
r'gh tasa "so
gleS
to ^o f
plane
ot vertical
m any
are.
I f b u ilt as show n in F ig . I I , ]ow er

Personally, I like to see incline shafts and the
drives under the reefs ouc o f danger, but that
will not help us with the present shafts a,K
drives that are giving trouble now
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For the first case we will take an assumed one
of where a large area is open, the drive ribs are
getting crushed and also the stope pillars, causit .
the roof to break up. . Around the drive it vill look
something like Fig. I. Here, in the lower f i j j
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I t is a debatable point how a wedge shaned
piece o f rock should be put in a dry wall
There
are some who think it should be put in withThe
thw edge outwards, as they think it has a better
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chance o f not being crushed out, but personally
I would sooner put it the other way about,
packing over and under to level up.
It is a good plan to bind the walls to the inside
of the pack with pieces of old pipes, rails, rope,
boards, etc., particularly at the corners. Pigsties,
or birdcages, are very good in places, but^ it is
wonderful the number one sees that are practically
o f no use. It seems as if we follow fashions in the
mines, as we do with our clothes, without making
sure that we are doing the most suitable thing.
M any pigsties can be seen tliat are practically
useless except as receptacles for waste, as little
thought is given to their proper use. A lot of
trouble and expense is incurred in getting timber
down the mine and into the working place. Ih en
the whole thing is jerry built, like Fig. III., upper

W = tYedge-5

/.O r r e r F ifu r - e
Fig. III.
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pack, or where a pack would be destroyed b y the
blasting ; at the corners of very large pa,cks,
where roads have to be kept open a long time,
and in places where props would soon be broken,
or break up the roof, advantage should be taken
of their area of support, and thus they must be
well wedged as shown in Fig. III., lower figure.
In the upper figure there is only a line contact
between each row o f sticks, which allows too
much “ g iv e ” with little weight.
Speaking of supporting broken roof naturally
brings to mind the question : a Is there no way
of preventing the roof breaking, and can we get
away from the effects of roof breaking ” 1
N ow it is well known to colliery men that in
dealing with a “ tender ” roof, or in other words
one that breaks easily, it is of the greatest
advantage to move the face on at the greatest
speed, so as to keep exposing fresh roof and not
give the roof time to break, and the same principle
applies here. I f we used eight or ten machines on
a face we should not have so much worry with
the roof in stopes, the time factor being so very
important in this matter. In my previous paper
“ Notes on M ining,” I advocated a larger number
of machines per face and I am .now more firmly
of the-opinion that this has to come.
P rop s.— One sees some strange prop setting in
these mines. Sometimes a fine hitch is pre
pared for the foot of a prop and the head not
half set, leaving a gap looking at you as at (a)
Fig. IV .
Then there seems little idea as to the
proper angle a prop should make with the roof and
floor. In horizontal places props should be vertical,
whilst in inclined places the props should be
nearly perpendicular to the roof and floor. The
greater the inclination of the stope, the more tlie
prop may be from the perpendicular. The amount
varying from 0° for low dips, up to 10 as a
maximum, say for a dip of 60 . See Fig. IV .

figure. Here the four corner posts are put up and
the crib built in what appears to be the orthodox
manner, but it is ju st here that failure arises
from want of a little reasoning as to the “ why ” o f
things. I f the corner props were taken out the
pack would fall to pieces, as a study o f Fig.
III., lower figure, will show— apparently the same
thing, but there is this slight difference, stones are
built in between the different layers of sticks and
weight is put on to the pigsty by wedging ;
since putting stones in between the layers of
sticks prevents the sticks sinking into each
other as much as they would do otherwise,
and the pigsty will not give way so fast.
A
pigsty built in- this manner, if free from the
blasting, should have •the props at the corners
taken away as soon as it is wedged, as the props
will take all the weight till broken. It cannot be
too strongly impressed on men and bosses that
pigsties have a distinct use and place in the
scheme of mining and are not to be used ju st
because someone else uses them. They should
be used where a pack is wanted, and where there
is not Qo^rsg rock eiiough to build the walls o f a j
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Where props have to stand the blasting they
should be of good diameter, say 10 in. and upwards,
and sometimes, when it is very troublesome to get
heavy thick props into a stope, bunches o f three or
four lighter props can be put in and bound
together with wire or hoop iron. In low places
two or three pieces of rock built up as shown in
(b) Fig. IV . and well wedged serve the purpose
of a prop splendidly. This is very cheap, while
it is not always necessary to use a thin prop
as shown.
In many places concrete props
built in place would prove very useful.
In
setting props the roof should be examined for
slips the extended use of acetylene lamps
being very useful in this direction. The prop
should be set on the “ upthrow ” side of the slip as
shown at (c) Fig. V., so as to catch the
lower portion and also hold the upper portion.
The angle o f prop setting shown in Fig. IV . is
for an unbroken roof, or for the lower side of a
broken roof. On the top side o f a broken roof
the angle would be different because o f the
tendency o f the roof to slide downhill, the idea
throughout being to set the supports against the
direction of movement.
P illa r s .— Pillars in stopes should never have a
fault slip passing through them except in the
case of a vertical slip striking with the dip.
W ith inclined slips and vertical strike slips, the
pillar should be left under the slip as it runs in
the roof as shown at (a) Fig. V. A lso when two

reefs are being worked close together, care should
be taken to get the pillars in the top seam
perpendicularly over the pillars in the lower reef.
A look at most mine plans will show you
something like Fig. V. H ere we have the two
reefs fairly close together, with drives on both
the South and perhaps the Main Pieef Leader or
Main Eeef, the reefs being worked out as shown.
N ow the whole of the reefs may as well have been
worked out so far as th e'va lu e as supports are
concerned. The lower reef ought to have had all
j
the pillar left on the lower side of the drive and
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the top reef all left on the top side o f its drive;
another_ way would have been to stope on the
lower side of the lower drive down to the point
(c) then leave the pillar under the ribs of the top
drive.
Crushing Incline Shafts.— Where the shaft
reef pillars are being crushed in a timbered shaft,
help the pillars by building large packs on the
stope side o f the pillars, using sand packing as
it gives le a st; also weaken the post timbers in
the shalt by tapering them at the foot, which
will allow them and the roof to settle gently.
I f there is not room for settling, then there is
no help but to make room either in the floor or
roof or by using a lower skip. In some cases the
roof plates could be cut out between dividers; in
other cases sets could be taken out w ithout’
increasing the danger. I f there is plenty of
room i.e. height in the shaft,, the pillars could be
stoped out and the place packed with water-borne
sand, the stopes behind the pillars being packed
first. It may appear foolish at first .sight for
anyone to suggest taking out shaft pillars to save
the shaft, but it must be understood that when
the small pillars have gone in the stopes, the
shaft pillars have a much greater weight to carry.
Now if the stopes are packed and the pillars left
in, they are still the strongest and have to carry
the weight until some settlement takes place, and
during this time the pillars get crushed and in
some cases the roof also gets broken, while if .the
pillars are taken out and the space packed, the
roof can settle bodily without breaking up. In
the case of an incline shaft, where stopes have
been worked underneath and are caving, these
stopes should at once be packed close, preferably
with water-borne sand, and for a good distance
on either side of the line of the sh a ft.' The same
thing applies to the bottom o f vertical shafts that
are crushing because o f iusufficient area o f pillars;
and whether caving has commenced or not the
water borne sand is best, for it will flow into
places where other packing cannot be put
In
the case o f vertical shafts there may be trouble
with the timber should the ground be breaking.
In cases of this kind the sets below the break'
should be strung together by some means, so that
they support one another, and hung to good
ground above. The sets immediately above the
break also need hanging from some point higher
up the shaft, the studdles between the two lots
of timber taken out and provision made in the
guides for the movement that is taking place.
Someone might say crushing happens quickly
and before it could be fixed up to handle water
borne sand, but I think not. However, if the
danger be not appreciated or understood, or
one wished to keep down the working costs
so that the trouble became imminent,
there
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figure it that some men can do fairly well on three
machines and others cannot. ^ hy then give he
poor man three machines? G ive him the same
price per fathom and let him try with fewer
machines. I have often seen men make as :much
offered that it w ou ld b e g o in g
£ t e hJ
either th e air colu m n or pu m p colu m n for tlie
money stoping with one machine as two, the
pu rpose o f passing sand dow n , b u t I am one of
same price per fathom being paid.
'
those w h o h o ld that a great m a n y th in gs are
The moral is get a machine that can drill,.and
perm issible b e fo re g o in g so far as t o shut; down.
a man at the back of it to see that it does dn l
In cases o f in clin e shafts th at have bad
Then machine costs will come down even
ar
places and are h eav y on tim ber it w o u ld Pr° ba y
costs are higher. Some use the argument that if
be cheapest to use con crete arches over each com
a machine.uses less air we can use more machl" ° b
partm en t instead o f tim ber.
•,
with the same compressor plant but 1 say, get
the same footage from a smaller number rf
Machine A ir Cost . - T h e r e ^
bee
a m ou n t of ta lk a b o u t m achine air costs and it
machines even if each takes more air
Money
'seem s that som e peop le are as m ad a b ou t t
is saved, because there are l e s s ^ c h i n e s to buy
so called e c o n o m / as they are a b ou t running
and less machinemen required, leaving
three or m ore m achines per man.
T h ey d o n ot
chance of keeping out some of the men who ha
b oth er a b o u t the halfvcrow n they lose i* J h e y a i n
not yet learned their business.
sa in th reepence in the air costs,
Breast D r i v i n g . - ? or those who wish to drive
appears th at the m achine th at drills a few feet
on the reef a modification of a coal naming
m ore per sh ift is the one to be after, even if
method may be resorted to, which w ill help to
m ore 1
W her
F o r m tance air
air costs are 2U/0 fligner.
J«
,
solve the difficulty of broken roof in drives. In
this method (see T i g . Y I .) the drive would be

are air pipes or w ater pipes in every w ork in g
s h a ft
and I sh ou ld m ake use o f these in
s e ttin g over the trouble.
A n ob je ctio n m igh t be

•24 ft per shift and breaks i o f a fath om of
grou n d . N o w suppose we ch ange the ™a ch l“
gT
lo
t b i t takes 5 0 ° / m ore air, m a k in g the

“ st 6s 7 d

g d . S e - c h i n e itself.

L »k ^

S
be the s i , >„d h o . m » « h n ,„ ,e w ork =
,
the new m ach in e do to pa y for_ jto extra .co s t.
T o get at this we m u st kn ow the total cost o
brea k in g grou n d per fathom .
T h is we m i l take
at say 70s. ; e v e i w ith the three m achines per
man, 70s. equals 46s. 8d per, shift
11-3d. per fo o t, so to pay for the 5 0 / 0 increase o
cost o f air fo r the m ach in e we only^need a nother
fo o t o f drillin g
w orry
a bout
air
I th in k
is ‘ w ron g if
m achine costs.

fro m th e m achine, ■
d esPlte a11 “
g e ttin g
a
m achine
to save
lo o k in g at the air costs alone
we really w ish to low er the
T h e same reasoning; apphes to

• w hatever m achines a m ine m ay be usi g.
w orry pa rticu larly a b o u t th e cost o f air

per

m ach in e shift, b u t lo o k t o t h e
Per atl
and strive to get th e best from the a i r .
Do
n o t le t y o u r m achines get in to the la ttletrap
s t a g e ' b u t spend m on ey on keepin g th em in
order.
I f o n e m achine fitter has a hard j o b
to keep the m achines in fair ru nn ing - or er,
have tw o and keep th e m achines in g o o d
ord er the total cost b e in g the poin t to w atch
L e t any in divid u a l item rise if b y so d oin g the

to t

\l lowered.

We h.ve at .he pre.en,

som e very g o o d d rillin g mac]bines on th e 1Rand,
b u t w e d o n ot get tlie w ork o u t o f them tha
th ey are capable o f doin g.
I t is well know n that
there is a very grea t difference bet w e e j.th e k -w e s t
and ■highest cost per fa th om on any m
.

Fig. VI.
breasted in 25 ft. to 30 ft. wide putting in packs
on one or both sides of the track. Ordinarily I
think, the top side would suit us_ best (if th
lower side ground was to be left in for a long
time after the top side was worked, then a pack
should be put on a lower side also), the track or
tracks are laid on the lower side. The Pack’ “ ad®
•from the roof waste, would form a brattice behind
which the return air would m ake its way to the
last opening to the level above. If enough waste
was not produced in the drive to form a decent
pack, waste from other work could be used, say,
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from cross-cuts, ore passes, etc., for there is nearly
always waste to be found that could be used
instead of sending it to the mill. This drive, as
can be seen by reference to Tig. V I., is breasted
in on the r e e f; about nine machines would be in
use and upwards of 500 ft. per month advance
could be made. Very good arrangements for
handling the broken rock would have to be made
with a reef thickness of 3 ft., as 6 tons per foot
o f advance would require moving, besides the
waste for packing.
These drives should be run on. lines, the
direction of- which are determined from some
other drive already driven. In case of a fault
throwing the reef out, the drive would be
narrowed down to a sufficient width for the
tracks and a fair sized ventilating pipe. The
stopes.should be started at the back of the pack,
no rib being left. This method of driving would
be useful in a developing mine, if in good ground,
for getting a mill going sooner. Development
rock, as a rule, is not fit for m illing alone, due to
its poor value, but if done as sketched out above,
the rock would be of as good value as the stope
rock. Seven or eight faces would keep 50 stamps
going. Also, as we must expect greater trouble
with the roof, in the deeper levels, we will have
to consider the advisability of driving to the
boundary and stoping home, as in this way we
should escape some of the roof trouble. In con
junction with sand packing it would be an ideal
scheme.
I know the time and cost factors
have been against this being done, but if
we could get faster driving, say, 500 ft. per
month at the lowest, the time and cost factors
would be so reduced as to make this system
practicable.
Six months would see the drive 3,000 ft. in,
which is farther than'm ost drives have gone. In
the old days, when' it took from two to three
years to get to the' boundary, one could not wait
all that time before commencing to stop e; but
with the higher rate of driving we have, and
which will be improved upon, it is quite feasible
to get out to the boundary before stoping com 
mences. A s we should only have four boundary
faces of 250 ft. on each level, giving, say,
400 tons from a stoping width of 4 It., this
would not be sufficient if we wished to keep
to a reasonable number of levels, say, three or
four.
I should therefore set out the winzes as
near as practicable 700 ft. to 800 ft. apart, and
work the blocks outwards and inwards, taking
about twelve months to work out a block ; this
would give eight faces with about 800 tons of
rock, single shift, per level, causing us to use
coal mining method of transport, the bugbear
of gold miners.
A .way in which we could
stope without pillars or sand packing, is to break
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the floor for rock to make ordinary packs, this
would be cheaper than pillars.
D rivin g under the. Reefs.— I f drives are put
in under the reefs and cross-cuts driven to the
reefs, there is little fear of trouble on the drive';
the drives would only need to be single with an
occasional by-pass, and the cross-cuts would form
the gathering stations
N o driving on the reef
would be done, and a track would follow the stope
face along the bottom , on which the rock broken
from the bottom lift of the stope would be
handled. A steep boxhole would be put up from
the side of the cross-cut through to the top reef ;
this would cut the stope at some distance from
the bottom and w ould form the boxliole for the
first cross-tracks and the brake roads in the stope.
Winzes would be sunk on the reef, one over the
other, and the cross-cuts would be driven to
intersect these winzes, so form ing the points of
attack o f the stopes. This system is, of course,
for mines where the cross-cutting and facilities of
w orking would prove cheaper than driving on
each reef. The boxholes could be put up from
the top side of the drive and at various angles so
as to split up the stopes as required. The drive
should be widened to form a shunt, “ inbye ” and
“ outbye ” of the box.
D r ill Sharpening Furnaces Underground are
not so much used as they should be considering
how cheap they are and how easy and com fort
able they make the handling and sharpening of
drills. O f course, it is no use putting a furnace
underground and then bringing the drills in the
skip to the level on which the furnace is, as when
drills are once put in the skip they may as well
go to the surface. To arrange things properly a
furnace should be on each level and the drill
sharpeners go to each ; that is, they travel to the
drills instead of the drills travelling to them. N ot
only does this save time and handling, but it brings
he sharpener and user into much closer contact,
which is a most desirable thing. It also keeps
down capital expense of steel, thus providing the
capital for the furnaces. Although the men do
not and must not be expected to do as many
drills underground as on the surface, m y experi
ence is that it is still cheaper, for, as mentioned
above, less steel is wanted, whilst the machine
men are much better served, and things go more
smoothly.
bluaking Chutes.— Many of these very handy
and useful ore conveyors are in use. but are not
being fully taken advantage of. I think it was
about nine years ago that I first used these hung
from a rope. This is much easier and better than
hanging every length from separate pegs in the
roof. When hung from separate pegs, some are
nearly sure to be out a little in distance, whereas
when hung from a rope they may be adjusted to
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a nicety, and are much easier to change to some
other point. The manner of doing the jo b is to
first stretch a rope along the roof, supporting it
from pegs in the roof where it sags too much,
which may be 30 ft. or more apart, being nearest
in narrow stopes. On the rope are fastened clips
the exact distance apart o f the lengths of chutes,
hole to hole ; the chain swingers are hooked at
the back or top side of the clips, and the rope is
tightened by a right and left handed screwed
tightener before the shutes are hung on it,
Fig. V II.
A t the end o f the shift, when the

J'eb. 1910

mining man comes forward to give us the
“ worin’s-eye ” view of underground conditions
instead of the bird’s-eye view with which most
people are acquainted, and. therefore, I hope he
will give something more to ponder over when
his powers of reply have been stimulated by
plenty o f adverse criticism.
Mr. C. F. Parry (M em ber) : It gives, me great
pleasure to second the vote of thanks. Many
mines on the R and are having a great deal of
trouble at present, and when they get deeper the
trouble is going to be increased— the trouble of
keeping the hanging wall where it ought to be.
For that reason I think Mr. Johnson’s paper is
most opportune, and I hope it w ill lead to
considerable discussion.
TH E

T U B E -M IL L C IR C U IT A N D C L A S S I
F IC A T IO N .

By G. O. S m a k t (M ember of Council).

shutes need shifting prior to blasting, they
are unhooked from the rope and taken away, and
in most cases the rope may be left as it is, taut
against the roof.
In case of shifting to another spot closer to the
face it is only necessary to drill a few holes in
line without reference to distance apart. The
chutes are unhung, the rope slackened, and the
top end taken to the. new point and made fast.
The rope is again tightened and the chutes rehung,
the clips on the rope serving again to space them
properly w ithout any alteration. N o labour is
necessary except the shovelling boss and his
boys. Chutes should deliver right into the box
or into the car, not on to the floor of the stope
and then boys employed to shovel the rock into
the box, as one notices being often d on e; the boxes
should be steep enough to allow the rock to ju st
.about run', as if too steep they give trouble to the
trammers by spilling, and if too flat they also give
trouble ; an ordinary width stope box 6 ft. to
8 ft. long will cost about 2d. per ton to get the
rock through ; these remarks apply to ordinary
stope boxes.
Where more or less permanent
boxes are put in, they should have radial doors if
possible, as then the steepness o f a box and boxhole does not matter.
Mr. A. R ich ard son (M ember o f C:unciV) :
Our thanks are due to Mr. Tom Johnson for his
suggestive sequel. It is not often that a practical

In view o f the increased attention which has
of late been paid to classification for tube-milling
purposes, it may be o f interest to members of
this Society, to lay before them the results of
work which has been carried out during the past
year. It is now generally admitted that for the
most efficient tube-milling, it is necessary to
maintain constant conditions as regards tonnage
and moisture in the pulp entering the tube-mill.
The follow ing remarks are intended to point out
how such a desirable uniform ity of feed can
better be secured, than by the classifiers in common
use on these fields.
Before discussing tlie details o f classification it
may be desirable to illustrate and briefly refer, to
the general arrangement of the tube-mill circuit,
and classification system of which the principle
was introduced by Mr. J. li. W illiam s at the
Glen Deep, in the early days of tube-milling on
the Eand, although it is by no means universal
in other mining countries. The follow ing figure
illustrates schematically the principle of the tubemill circuit as now in use on some o f the G old
Fields companies.
W ith this system oniy those particles in the
tailing pulp can overflow the •classifier and pass
away to the cyanide plant, wdiich are not suffi
ciently heavy to fall through the classifier and so
pass into the tube-mill. The size of the particles
overflowing the classifier naturally depends upon
the coarseness and volume o f the pulp entering
the classifier, or in other words, upon the relation
between the tonnage o f ore milled, and the total
capacity of the crushing plant in stamps and
tube mills.
Since the classifier determines,
subject to the foregoing limitations, the size o f
the particles overflowing it, an important differ
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ence may be noted between such a determining
factor and ^that of the battery screen, the pulp
leaving which, has a size o f its maximum particle
determined by the diameter o f the screen aper
ture, and not by the combined effect of diameter
of particle and its specific gravity, as is the case
in hydraulic classifiers. In the latter case the
particles o f richer and specifically heavier pyrites
are reduced to a finer state of division before
leaving the crushing plant, than the poorer and
lighter silicious grains, and consequently that
portion o f the ore which best repays regrinding
is automatically reduced finer than the less
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diluted with much thinner pulp from the battery
and the resultant mixture consequently is more
easily pumped and classified than would be the
case with the tube-mill returns, or mill pulp
separately. The tube-mill circuit likewise serves
as a most efficient trap for “ floured ” mercury
and amalgam, escaping from either the battery
plates or the shaking tables. A n y particles of such
material other than of impalpable fineness sink
down through the tube-mill classifiers, and lodge
upon the tube-mill shaking tables. Should this
not occur during.its first passage such a particle
merely, returns again until it is caught. I t w ay

YtA Tt/? J& P r/C S fO f? £ ,Z U7~/,YG
POX.P
ye BrifAM VG M A T A V I/
C CW f C L A S 5 /f/£ J f
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Pis:. I.
1
MlLL ClECUIT’ ™
SlNGLE C0NE CLASSIFY AND DIAPHRAGM FOR EACH TUBE MlLL.
valuable portion. In order to obtain full effici
be incidentally observed that particles o f metallic
ency from tube-milling, it is necessary that the
iron likewise drop down and accumulate in the
tube-mill outflow should contain a fairly large
tube-mill circuit, and such would no doubt also
proportion of coarse grains, such coarse grains
be the case with metallic gold, if amalgamated
being elevated to return again into the tube-mill
plates were not installed after the tube-mills. A
while the portion which has been sufficiently
magnetic separator which would readily and
finely comminuted by its first passage through
efficiently remove such accumulation o f metallic
the tube-mill, overflows the classifier. Another
iron from the tube-mill circuit, would be gladly
a vantage of the tube-mill circuit, is that,
welcomed, since at present no such means is
although a low ratio, say, 2 of water to 1 of
known for removing this material, as readily as
sand, is sufficient for the purpose of amalgama
metallic gold can be removed by amalgamated
tion on the shaking tables, yet this thick pulp is
plates,
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I t is advisable in the design of a metal
lurgical plant that the appliances for any given
purpose shall be as few and as simple in their
operation as possible, and concentrated at one
point, rather than scattered throughout the plant.
In accordance with this requirement a’l classifiers
should be placed together, instead o f being distri
buted throughout the reduction works at various
points. The flat nature of most mill sites on the
Rand, necessitates elevation of the pulp leaving
the crushing plant to a considerable height for it to
gravitate to the cyanide plant. In the diagram
(Fig. I.) the number o f classifiers has been reduced
to the minimum possible, viz., one per tube mill,
without interfering with efficient classification,
but on the contrary, as the figures quoted later
will show, considerably increasing it. To deal in
further detail with the precise system of classifi
cation now to be described, reference should be
made in the first instance to Fig. II.
■fWtP/AMO*'
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inverse proportion, so that more efficient' settle
ment is obtained. The use of conical classifiers
with peripheral overflow launders, naturally in
volves a central inflow, in place of the side inflow
and overflow over the opposite side usual -with
pyramidal classifiers. •This arrangement reduces
the velocity of the overflowing pulp, and conse
quently allows more tranquil and better settlement.
T h e 'disadvan tages o f the ordinary w ooden
pyram idal classifiers are w ell kn ow n .
T h ey are
costly to erect, and th e sm all diam eter o f the
underflow ou tlets renders th e m liable to ch oking,
w ith con sequ ent filling up o f th e classifier w ith
sand, and resultant disorgan isation o f classifica
tion and overflow o f coarse m aterial.
In add i
tion, unless a large proportion o f w ater is allow ed
to pass ou t w ith the coarse sand in the underflow ,
it is n ecessary to in trod u ce add ition al w ater under
pressure to prevent ch ok in g o f the underflow
nozzle.
T he labou r and d iscom fort in v olved
in th e attendance upon the old ty p e o f classifier
is con siderable, and th ey are freq u en tly b u ilt so
th at all parts are n ot readily accessible.
It such
con stant and u n com forta b le w ork is n ot con scien 
tiou sly carried ou t, their ch ok in g is lia b le to pass
unrectified w ith disastrous results to classification.
T h e usual dew aterer deliverin g an inflow in to the
tu be-m ill w ith up to 5 0 % and over o f m oisture,
possesses the great disadvantage o f a con stant y
varying underflow , w hilst th e tonnage of solids
can not be changed w ith ou t likew ise ch a n g in g the
ratio o f w ater to sand

T U B € MJLL CLASS/F!£f?
(6r,o,tx3rr aw) WITH DIAPH!?AGli\
Fijj. II.

' The rapid increase in the number of cone classi
fiers employed on these fields, and elsewhere in
mining districts, in place of the old fashioned
wooden pyramidal spitzkasten and spitzlutten is
due to their greater efficiency, inasmuch as the
length of their overflow, -which is more than three
times as large as that in the usual pyramidal
classifier, reduces the velocity of the stream ip

The cone classifiers shown are considerably
larger than those in use; elsewhere on these fields,
being 6 ft. in diameter and 9 ft. deep. This is
in accordance with the principle of employing
units proportional to the size_ o f the plant, and
likewise because each tube-mill having but one
classifier, its superficial settling area must be
sufficient to ensure the settlement at once of all
grains in the pulp entering which require further
crushing. The principle of operating this classifiei: differs from that of other hydraulic classifiers,
in that it must be operated with a considerable
depth of settled sand. It will likewise be seen
that the upper and lower portions of this sand
are separated by a disc near the bottom, of which
the edcres are 2-Jr in. from the side of the cone.
In its original fon n this disc was serrated, and
was supported by the sides o f the cone, but a
plain disc supported by projecting arms extend
ing to the sides of the cone, as shown in I ig . 11.,
is now used. Wlien a wooden disc is used
weights are required, also shown in Fig. II., in
order to keep the disc in position until the cone
fills up with sand.' This disc or partition is
termed a diaphragm,* on account of its dividing
-------*“ \V A C a ld e c o t t

“ C la s sific a tio n

Tuh(i-N\\\\\i£” JoiLrnal

SA A
becem bor, 1908,1. I d j also this S o c i e t y .
. jo u r n a l, Vol. ix., March, 1909, p. 312,
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the upper portion of the cone from the lower, and,
cient to_ transport over the edge, settle before
as will be seen, its function is entirely different
overflowing, and gradually creep down the sloping
from baffles as used for diverting the course
side of the cone. I f the ratio of water to solids
of the stream of fluid pulp. W hile supporting
in the pulp entering the classifier decreases, the
the shifting mass of descending solids, it permits
finer particles in the settled solids accumulate at
of a continuous flow between its periphery and
the side near the top, until the cross-sectional area
the sides of the cone, and at the same time
o f the basin is of such dimensions that the
prevents a vertical channel from the top of the
velocity o f the pulp flowing over its edge, and
cone form ing through the mass of solids to the
over the edge of the cone, is sufficient to carry
outlet, which would allow thin fluid pulp to
away all particles o f such a size as are not
descend and escape. Further, the diaphragm
specifically heavy enough or large enough to
relieves the pressure of the mass upon the outlet
descend. Rut if with a decrease in the volume
at the apex of the cone, and therefore should be
o f water entering the classifier, there is likewise a
made fairly strong. The relieving on the outlet
decrease in the tonnage of solids, or in the average
of such direct pressure, prevents the undue pack
size of particle in the pulp, both the overflow and
ing of the solids at the apex, which would result
underflow under these conditions are correspond
in the pulp issuing very slowly even with a free
ingly finer. If, however, whilst the volume of
vertical discharge. This slow rate of underflow
water is decreased, the tonnage and coarseness of
would necessitate a very large outlet at the
the solid particles remains the same, and merely
bottom to pass the required tonnage, with conse
the ratio of water to solid reduced, then the
quent liability to formation o f a central channel
average fineness of both overflow and underflow
or bore, and sudden discharge of a very large and
remain constant. Similarly, if the' volume of
unmanageable volume o f fluid pulp. Such an
pulp entering the classifier is increased, but the
underflow, if unchecked, speedily results in the
tonnage of solids and average size o f .particle
discharge of all the solids in the cone owing to
remain the same, only the ratio of water to solid
increased velocity. Further, if any attempt be
being raised, the cone again automatically adjusts
made to run even a moderately thick pulp under
itself to the changed- conditions, and yields the
flow from a classifier without using a diaphragm
same grading of overflow and underflow as before
solids settling on the sides are liable to periodi
This is due to the area o f the basin being
cally slip and fall like miniature landslides, and
increased, by extending its edges towards the side
thus even if the outlet is not com pletely choked
of the cone, and thereby reducing the velocity o f
the tonnage and ratio of water to solids is contin
the overflow stream at the point where the solids
ually varied. Since it is obviously impossible to
are discharged, to the same as before. I f the
observe what is happening inside a cone classifier
average size of particles in the pulp entering the
the foregoing explanations are advanced from
classifier be greater, both overflow and underflow
continued observation upon the behaviour of
are proportionately coarser.
In the practical
such appliances.
As Mr. W alter M cDerm ott
operation of classifiers, it is not only necessary
recently qbserved at a meeting of a kindred
that a thick underflow of the desired tonnage be
society, the action of the diaphragm is difficult
secured, but that there should also be an equal
to understand, and is subject to different explana
volume of pulp of the same consistency delivered
tions, but as regards the result that it ensures a
to each classifier, as otherwise classifiers receiving
steady underflow, in large volume, o f thick pulp
more than their proportionate share of the total
there is no doubt. The fact that the particles of
pulp or solids, will overflow a coarser product
sand must descend round the periphery o f the
than others receivin g’ less.
It is therefore
diaphragm, ensures a more uniform settlement of
necessary that the overflow of each classifier
the solids in the cone than if no diaphragm were
should be sampled and tested, to
secure
used. The upper surface of the settling solids is
uniformity.
From the foregoing it will be
concave, the edges being higher at the side o f the
apparent, that unless the volume of pulp entering
cone. Since the coarser grains naturally settle
is greater than the capacity for which the cone
nearer the centre than the finer grains, and since
was designed, which will result in the velocity of
the former constitute the bulk of the settled
the stream being greater than will allow of the
particles, it follows that in the upper portion of
settlement of the bulk of the desired particles, it
the cone, the faster downward movement of the
follows that the classifier will automatically
descending solids, is nearer the centre than the
adjust itself to all conditions. The object o f the
side o f the cone. A t the same time particles of in
horizontal baffle shown near the top of the cone,
sufficient size or density to settle near to the centre,
Fig. II. below the inlet, is to prevent the force of
but which the velocity of the current is insuffithe stream disturbing the settled solids, and to
divert the flow of pulp in a horizontal
Jmulrf,\oioU’ ’ 'al S0VtK A-frica11 Association of. Engineers,
the periphery of the cone,'

towards

direction
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contains too little moisture for efficient tubemilling and is delivered at so slow a velocity,
that the method of feeding the tube-mill by
means of the horizontal as jet commonly employed
is impracticable. To ensure the delivery o f such
pulp into the tube-mill, it is necessary to employ
either a fixed hopper with gland at the end of
inlet trunnion, or preferably a spiral form of
feeder, the feeder shown in Fig. II. was designed
by Mr. L. Pryce. The additional water required
to thin down the pulp for efficient tube-milling,
is of course of some assistance in the delivery of
the underflow into the interior of the tube-mill.
This water may be derived from the mill water
service, or may be conveniently obtained from
the upper portion of the stream in the tailing
launder, in the latter case this water also serves
to dilute tube-mill outflow before amalgamation,
and is withdrawn from the upper portion of the
tailing pulp, by means of a small adjustable
tft/SCtrtatf CAST
'777?\
O/V H O Z Z i £
decanter, placed in the launder, with an intake
opening facing up stream, Fig. I. The amount
of water required both at inlet and outlet of the
LFATHFff SAL'S
tube-mill is exactly regulated by valves, or cocks,
^J/ri/CAL 7/GHT£N/HG
on the pipes from the decanter. W ith the con
su/frAc£
templated removal of amalgamated plates from
i the stamp-mill, and with very coarse crushing the
CATf HAMQL£
importance of continuous and reliable classifica
tion becomes very great, so as to prevent any but
the very finest gold overflowing the classifiers,
and to ensure that nearly all the metallic gold
liberated by crushing, shall reach the amalgamated
plates in the tube-mill circuit. The settling area
of a 6 ft. diameter cone is 28 '3 s q .ft ., so that
with the high ratio of tube-mills to stamps,
needed with coarse stamp milling, the total
Fig. III.
settling area in t h e . classifiers becomes propor
tionately large, and the liability for , coarse
this nozzle is practically a continuation o f the
particles of metallic gold to overflow the classifiers
sides of the cone, and terminates in a sharp edge, so
is thus reduced.
that in no portion are there parallel sides. The
Samples for moisture or grading analyses of
friction is consequently reduced to a minimum.
the
underflow are readily taken, whilst tonnage
This nozzle constitutes the wearing portion of the
determinations may be made by diverting the
outlet, and consists of a simple piece of hard castunderflow by means of a launder or large pipe, for
iron, which lasts about three weeks, and can be
a definite time, into a vessel of known capacity,
readily replaced at the cost of a few pence. ^ To
for subsequent weighing or estimation, from the
shut off the underflow of the cone when required,
ascertained weight of a cubic foot of such settled
or to regulate the flow, several devices are suit
sand.
Assuming that coarse settled sand
able, one o f which, as designed by Mr. S. K.
occupies
20-3 cub. ft. per ton, the amount of
Adams, and shown in Fig. III., does not obstruct
moisture needed to fill the interstitial spaces is
the free vertical discharge. The diameter of the
21% on the moist product. The actual percentoutlet to the classifier, shown in Fig. III., is
age°of moisture in the underflow of the classifier
2-j\ in., which will pass about 400 tons of sand,
being as low as 26% , shows the efficiency of the
with 26% of moisture in 24 hours. This large
de watering, the small percentage o f excess
size is required on account of the slow rate of the
moisture, being probably due to- water filtering
flow of the viscous pulp. Incidentally, the wear
down through the descending sand in the classi
on the nozzle by abrasion, caused by such slow
fier, at a faster rate than the sand. The moisture
rate of flow is considerably less than with the
in the underflow decreases with increased coarse^
usual type o f spitzlutten, delivering pulp at a
ness of this product,
greater velocity. The thick underflow described

O w ing to the low percentage of moisture and
consequently viscous nature of the underflow,
it is essential that it should have the freest
possible discharge from the outlet of the classifier.
A n y attempt to discharge the underflow through
a pipe with a rigbt-angle turn, or through a
curved pipe attached to the bottom of the cone,
or even through a vertical pipe of the same
diameter as the usual outlet, will be unsatisfactory.
The best method at present known for discharge
of the underflow, is a free vertical fall from the
outlet at the apex of the cone through a nozzle
as shown in Fig. I I I . It w ill be observed that
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Since it is possible to steadily maintain a
the cone, or to _ employ a larger classifier. As
uniform consistency o f underflow, whicli may be
under the conditions of this plant, 38% of moisture
diluted as required and thus to vary the tonnage
gives a considerably higher tube-milling efficiency,
of solids or moisture independently, this important
than higher or lower dilution, a satisfactory tuberequisite, as emphasised in the second report of
mill product was in this way secured, whereas
the Mines Trials Sub-Committee on tube-milling
the usual classifiers had failed to reduce the
efficiency, is better secured, as likewise the
moisture in the underflow below 4 8 / .
minimum amount of fine particles in the tube-mill
The follow ing table represents the effect pro
feed.
duced upon the efficiency o f classification for
On consideration of what has been already
tube-milling, by a recent change at the Simmer
stated, and by reference to the diagrams shown,
and Jack plant, 'whereby the classification for
it will be seen that several advantages are
four tube-mills was converted from the ordinary
secured by the method o f classification described.
pyramidal spitzlutten, launders and dewaterers, to
In the first place, the sim plicity of the general
a single cone per tube-mill, single cone classifiers
arrangement and the fewness o f the units
having previously been installed for the other two
involved are obvious, and consequently the initial
tube-mills.
cost o f installation, attendance, and the liability
to derangement are much reduced. The large
Pyramidal Spitz
Single Cone
lutten and JDewatei - Classifiers w ith
outlet at the bottom o f the single cone for each
ing* Cones.
Diaphragms.
tube-mill, precludes the possibility of choking,
even when an inclined f in. mesh screen in the
Period ...
1st to 8th
1st to 8 th
tailing launder is used, in place of the usual £ in.
D ec., 1909 January, 1910
mesh, which latter -necessitates continual labour
Tons ore m illed...
18,208'
17,934
in removing ore fragments and debris, under
+
60
61-8
+
60
67-1
penalty of disastrous results. The saving in
Grading analyses
+ 90
22-3
+
90
20
7
elevation by the use of a single cone may be of
of tube-mill feed
-9 0
15-9
-9 0
12-2
great importance, especially in an existing plant,
when the fall available is insufficient to permit of
+ 60
43-8
+ 60
45-2
Grading anrlyses
the installation o f the usual spitzlutte, launders,
+ 90
11-8
+ 90
11-7
of mill tailing...
and dewaterer for additional tube-mills. This
-9 0
44-4
- 90
43-1
has been illustrated at the Simmer and Jack,
Grading analyses
+ 60
10-9
+ 60
7-4
where the satisfactory installation of a sixth tubeo f finalpulpenter- + 90
16-0
+ 90
15-9
mill was thus rendered possible, without change
ing cyanide plant
- 9C
731
- 90
76-7
of launders or pumping arrangements, as also at
Relative internal
a mining company in Mexico. A t this latter
capacity of tubeplant an additional tube-mill (5 ft. x 24 ft.) was
mills ...
100
102-5
installed, and as little fall was available, there
Tons
90
product
was erected as the tube-mill classifier, a cone
per tube-mill per
4 ft. 10 in. deep and 4 ft. in diameter, with a
24 hours
115-2
126-5
diaphragm 8 in. from the apex, allowing l -5 in.
Relative
tons - 90
annular space between diaphragm and cone. This
product per unit of
classifier was run completely filled with sand, and
tube-mill
capacity
100
107-3
was fed from the battery at the rate of 240 tons
o f tailing per 24 hours, produced from screen of
This comparison of grading analyses and effici
-5 6 holes per square inch. The follow ing were
ency would appear still more favourable, were it
the results obtained from the classifier:__
not that only two-thirds of the classification
Gradings.
Inflow.
Overflow. Underflow.
plant was changed, the remaining third having
+ 30
18-5
0'5
34-5
been changed previously to the single cone
+ 40
10-0
. 1 -0
16-5
system. It will be seen from the foregoing, that
+ 80
21-5
33o
the tons of - 90 mesh product per tube-mill per
+
1-0
1-5
1-5
24 hours were raised by 11 3 tons, or allowing
+ 150
12-0
11-5
8-0
for 2 ‘5% greater internal capacity of tube-mills
3-5
9-9
20
owing to longer average life of liners, the tube- 200
33-5
68-5
3-5
milling efficiency was increased 7 ‘3%. This is
Percentage o f
due to the better separation in the classifiers of
M oisture
93%
34%
the coarser particles requiring regrinding, and to
The foregoing overflow is fairly fine, but if a
the thicker and steadier feed of pulp. The low
fina-l product were required, it would be
percentage of - 90 mesh product entering the
necessary to reduce the volume of pulp entering
tube-mills from the single cone classifiers will be

100

+ 200

8-0
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noted, as also the reduction of the + 60 product
from 10 9 to 7'4% in pulp entering the cyanide
works. This is due to the fact that the low per
centage of moisture carries down very little finely
divided solids or slime.
Owing to the less labour and attention required
by the classifiers two men were transferred to
other work.
I wish to thank the General Manager and the
Consulting Metallurgist, for their permission to
give the results obtained at the Simmer and
Jack, and also Mr. C. O. Schmitt for supplying
the drawings,
Mr. S. H- P earce (P ast President) : I should
like to move a hearty vote of thanks to the
author of this paper, the subject oi wliich; I think,
is interesting to most o f us on these fields and
probably at no time more than the present. As
one of the Committee who are considering the
methods to be adopted to obtain greater efficiency
in our tube-mills, I may say that the valuable
contribution ju st given, w ill go a, long way
towards giving us some pointers on the subject.
There are one or two things which, at first sight,
strike me as being a little contradictory, about
which I would like to speak later on. I do not
say this in any carping spirit, for I feel that Mr.
Smart has done work and given opinions on a
question many of us might have been afraid to
tackle so boldly.
Mr. R. G. B evin g ton (P ast President) : I
have great pleasure in seconding the vote of
thanks to Mr. Smart. It is evident he has done
a great deal of hard work in his investigation of
this subject which is interesting to all of us who
have to do with tube-mills. There are two very
important points upon which Mr. Smart has
tou ch ed ; the one is the need for finding some
sure method of delivery to each classifier; and
the other is the keeping away from the tube-mill
of as much as possible oi the — 90 product which
is ready for tlie cyanide works and which one
does not waut in tlie tube, unless, of course, an
“ all slim es” process is to be resorted to.

Mr. E. Browne’s interesting description and Mr.
W . A . Caldecott’s remarks show what efficient
work can be done, and what remarkably low
working costs can be attained when natural
facilities are present.
T H E A S S A Y O F C Y A N ID E S O L U T IO N S
A N D S L IM E R E S ID U E C A R R Y IN G
D IS S O L V E D G O L D .
(R ea d at October Meeting, 1 9 0 9 .)
By A. W

By A.

D IS C U SSIO N .

read the follow ing contribution in the absence of
the author :

Mr. H. R. J o lly (Member) : The ordinary
procedure for conducting an assay by the above
method has been dealt with very fully by Mr.
W hitby,
but
the
writer has occasionally
found that the results are inclined to be slightly
low, due possibly to the gold in solution being in
a higher state of oxidation than usua], or to the
oxidation of the precipitate brought down, which
causes it to go into solution again carrying some
of the gold with it. (See Dr. Moir’s discussion
on Mr W h itby’s paper, Journal for D ec., 1909.)
Some experiments were then made with a view to
getting over the difficulty. It was decided to
effect the precipitation in the presence of a
reducing agent, namely, sodium sulphite.
The samples were mixed thoroughly before
any tests were made. The experiments were as
follow s :—
Method No. 1.— 20 A.T. of the solution were
measured out, 15 to 20 c.c. sodium sulphite
added, the whole heated to boiling point and
then tlie solution precipitated in the ordinary
way by adding potassium cyanide, potassium
feri'ocyanide, copper sulphate, 15 to 20 c.c.
sulphuric acid and sodium sulphite. The results
were satisfactory as the follow ing table shows .
S o lu tio n .

Slime

33

33

5)

53

33

33

M .I.M .M . (M ember of
Council).
TO D IS C U S S IO N .

Mr. A. R ich ard son (Member o f Council) :
In reply
on which
workings
the books

Top

R ic h a k d s o n ,

E13PLY

to Mr. Tudor G. Trevor, the evidence
my statement with regard to ancient
was based is to be found recorded in
to which I made reference.

(M em b er o f C ou n cil).

Prof. J. A. W ilk in son ( Member o f Council)

T H E B A R B E R T O N G O L D F IE L D .
(B ea d at October M eeting, 1 9 0 9 .)

h it b y

E v a p o r a t io n .
A .V .
d w t. p e r ton.

•44
•45
•42
•40
•44
•44
•44

M e t h o d N o. 1.
A . V.
d w t . p e r ton.

•44
•43
•41
•41
■42
•44
•44

It is generally recognised that
■solution is a tedious process and
avoided if possible.

heating a
should be
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M ethod N o. 2 .— Some assays were then made
by adding 15 to 20 c.c. sodium sulphite to the
solution first, allowing to stand for a few minutes
and then precipitating as before but without
heating. The same solutions were assayed by
the evaporation method and also by Method No.
1. The follow ing are the results :—

REPLY

289

TO D IS C U S S IO N .

IWr. A. W h itb y (Member o f C ou n cil): M y only
critic, Mr. White, deals with the subject of my
note in liis usual manner. H e ignores the prin
cipal motive, the use of the method in a recent
foreign publication as an original one, and conveys
the impression that it is not entitled to considera
Evaporation. M ethod No. 1. M ethod No. 2
tion on account of its resemblance to D e W ilde’s
Solution.
A. V.
A.V.
A.V.
dwt. per ton. dwt. per ton. dwt. per ton.
process of gold recovery. That is manifestly
unfair.
One might as well say that Alexander’s
Top Slime
•44
•42
•42
method of determining lead is not entitled to
•44
•44
•44
>>
J)
bear his name because the insolubility of lead
•44
•44
•46
))
J)
m olybdate was previously well known. I was
•46
•46
•48
>>
well aware of the remarks of D r..L oevy and Mr.
J. E. Williams on D e W ilde’s method, but so far
I t is evident from these results that heating
as I know, neither of these gentlemen ever made
the solution is a waste of time, so M ethod N o. 1
any practical use of it in laboratory work.
can be discarded.
Virgoe was the first to publish a method of assay
The next table is a comparison of results
by precipitation with copper salts, and I follow ed
between the evaporation method, the ordinary
Virgoe and,- although I am open to correction, I
precipitation method and Method No. 2.
do not think Mr. W hite said or did anything
with his application of D e W ilde’s solution till
O rdinary
Evaporation.
P r’t’n Method M ethod No. 2.
*
m
y method was already established. M y objec
Solution.
A.V.
A.V.
A. A7,
dw t. per ton.
tion to using cuprous chloride in acid solution
dw t. per ton. dwt, per ton.
was based on its instability. Some experiments
B lack Sand
16-30
16-42
16-77
recently conducted show that with c a re ' it gives
•37
•39
•39
results almost as good as m y own process, but I
>>
•40
•42
•43
still do not think it sufficiently reliable. I should
>j
yj
•50
•52
•53
like to know why Mr. W hite so needlessly uses
>>
3)
Top Box 1
6-88
6-95
7-06
80 assay tons of even box end solutions. Surely
2-16
!)
)! 3
2-21
2-21
a 2500 c.c. beaker must be very awkward to
Top Slimes
•44
•41
•46
handle, and he can get quite sufficiently accurate
—
•38
•39
1!
results with an extreme of 40 assay tons in
Black Sand
—
3-22
special cases, even with the older type of balance.
3-46
—
1-94
>)
J)
1-99
I do not think further that a series of 2500 c.c.
•60
J)
fi
•61
beakers would find room in most assay offices.
Average %
Difference

97-12%

97-55%

100%

The above results show that the addition of
sodium sulphite before and after precipitation
gives higher values than either of the other two
methods.
The final precipitate is much more granular,
not so bulky and .filters quicker than that from
the ordinary method and the colour is also
different. It is much lighter and in some cases
is light yellow, as compared with the dark brown
colour of the other.
The filtrate is clearer and
remains so.
Great care was exercised in all the evaporation
assays in order to get the highest results,
in fact, new evaporating dishes were used for
the tests.
Some experiments were carried out with the
addition of sodium sulphite at the beginning
only, but the results were not so satisfactory.

M y critic’s remarks on the slime residue
assay are equally airy, and if he only found
differences of '05 dwts. between his treated
pulp and the untreated, he can hardly have
had effective precipitation, or his residues
were extremely low.' A t the time when these
experiments were carried out it is hardly
likely that slime residues were often below '4
dwt. with the old two decantation ratio o f .
solution to dry slime, and the soluble gold was
somewhere in the neighbourhood of "25 dwt.
A lm ost the whole of this is lost in simple drying,
although when old pans are used, it is possible to
adventitiously include some gold from previous
samples. In this connection it is somewhat to
be regretted that Mr. Rusden did not publish the
results of the experiments spoken of by Mr.
Pearce and reverted to by Mr. White. W hy the
subject o f slime residue assays, on which most
assayers have something to say, should be more
or less “ taboo ” in this Society, ever since Mr.
Caldecott’s paper many years ago, passes-.my''
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comprehension. It would almost seem as if that
class of result'which shows a higher percentage
o f gold recovery in the reduction plant, is some
times the most acceptable.
I have to thank Dr. Moir for his kindly little
note on the chemistry of the process and Mr.
Jolly for his interesting experiments, showing
the necessity of continuity in the maintenance of
reducing conditions.
E X P E R IM E N T S O N T H E A S S A Y O F A C ID
W A S H E S R E S U L T IN G
FROM THE
C Y A N ID E “ C L E A N U P ” B Y T H E U S E
O F B IS U L P H A T E .
(R ead at October M eeting, 1909.)
By L. J.

W il m o t h

EEPLY

Mr. >L. j .

TO

(Member).

D IS C U S S IO N .

W ilm oth

Once age in I would disclaim any originality in
any o f the methods mentioned. The method
referred to as the “ standard m ethod ” has been
in use on the reef, as far as I know, some four
years.
W ith Mr. H. A . W hite I disagree, when he con
siders weassayers should measure our solutions and
not weigh them. This measuring is perfectly admissable with ordinary cyanide solutions,but, with
solutions having a specific gravity of. 1.12, as quoted
by the President, it is absolutely wrong. A very
little trouble on the part of the cyanide manager
will secure him the actual weight o f his acid wash.
The assayer is asked for the assay value, and
unless his instructions are to the contrary, he
should report his values b y weight and not by
volume.
In reply to Mr. W atson, the alkaline sulphide
in the acid solution was used as a matter of
convenience.
In conclusion I would like to thank all those
j who took part in the discussion on the paper,
and once more appeal to assayers to come forward
with any experimental or other work bearing on
assaying.

(Member)-. Consider
ing
the very little
discussion
that
has
taken place on my paper, a very few re
marks will do by w ay of a reply.
Mr.
Crosse’s question as to the state o f the gold in
these acid washes i have already replied to by
saying I consider most o f the gold is in suspension,
the rest being in solution. On January 15th I
assayed a sample o f acid wash after thorough
shaking of the bottle and obtained a result of
0 '36 dwt. per 2,000 lb. The rest o f the sample
was put on one side and left without being
disturbed until the 16th of this month, some 29
days later, when it was again assayed. This
time, however, only the top portion o f the
sample was taken, the lower portion being left
undisturbed. The assay result was '07 dwt., the
difference undoubtedly was due to the separation
of the gold values from the solution due to
settlement during the 29 days. As to whether a
longer period of settlement would have reduced
this ’07 dwt. still lower I cannot say, but it is
more than likely this value represents the gold in
solution. The effect of simple settlement in the
treatment of acid washes for their gold values
.might be worth investigating. An extreme case,
of gold in suspension I mentioned in the original
paper when a sam ple’ was reduced in value by,
only a couple'of hours settlement from 1‘27 dwts.
to 0-23 dwts. In regard to the condition of the
small proportion of dissolved gold, Dr. Moir, in
his brief contribution, throws some light.
Mr. W h itby has objected to the use o f the
term “ Standard M ethod.” Perhaps the term
might have been omitted, but in all experiments
of this type some definite point must be used and
hence the term “ standard.” I think it is also
further justified by the general use of this method
along the Rand.

SO M E

E X P E R IM E N T S O N S M E L T IN G
T IT A N IF E R O U S IR O N O RE.

P a r t I . — C r u c ib l e E x p e r i m e n t s .

(R ead at November M eeting, 19 09 .)
By Prof. G. H . S t a n l e y (Member of Council).
D IS C U S S IO N .

JHr. F. J. P ooler (Associate) : W e all await
with more than ordinary interest Prof. Stanley’s
practical results from Pretoria, but as an
instalment, preparatory to these, his crucible
experiments are more than interesting, and serve
to whet our appetites for what is to follow.
His experiments seem to indicate that Ti20 3 as
a base has been the previous source of trouble,
but one would like to know more definitely what
information is available as to the existence in the
slags o f a titano-silicate such as Ti2Og 3 S i0 2
and it is to be hoped that further attempts to
form it, as in experiment ( j ) , will be more
successful and less costly than that one. For it
seems fairly obvious that unless the existence of
some such compound can be definitely demons
trated, the conclusion that T i20 3 is functioning as
a base can not absolutely be relied upon. Is itnot possible that Ti20 3 and S i 0 2 are both acting,
the former functioning as a base and the latter as
an acid ? In support o f this I may say that I
have made various calculations in an endeavour
to make up a formula for the slags mentioned,
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and treating all titanium, as Ti20 8 have failed to,
endless rope haulages, and the methods adopted
get silica enough to go round the various bases
at the Premier Mine, should provoke considerable
present, in several cases, the presumption being
discussion, as it is to tlie adoption of automatic
that some of the titanium is acting as T i 0 2
and labour-saving devices we have to look for a
form ing titanates to make up for the deficit in
further reduction of costs on these'fields.
silicates, unless the slags obtained had consider
The form of haulage mentioned as being “ very
able excess of the bases.
This, of course, can
suitable for tailings du m p s” with the jock ey fixed
only be settled by analyses. Again as T i2Oa
to the side of the trucks m ight be all right in
was thought to be formed, why are analyses
spme cases, especially if the plant was designed
of experiments I. to V II. given as T i 0 2?
to suit the haulage but even then it has the
It has occurred to me that the presence of
drawback as applied to the average g old mine
T i 0 2 m ight be ascertained quantitatively by
that if any accident should occur .to the full,
reducing some well, powdered slag in a current
trucks, the empty ones are also held, up and vice
of hydrogen, as is mentioned in Roscoe and
versa. . Another point which appears, to me to be
Schoelemmer, p. 643 (3rd edition), when analyses
objectionable is the tendency o f th ejea d in g near
before and after reduction ( would indicate
sida wheels, as also the back off side, wheels, to,
what change, if any, had taken place. (The
be continuously flangin g,’tending to run off on
oxides of iron must first, o f course, be removed.)
account of the distorting pull on the frame.
There may be some experimental reasons against
T 'x
this, and I shall be glad to be told of such by
Prof. Stanley in his reply.
I f the above surmise is correct, it seems that a
reducing atmosphere is an essential for any
considerable success in the larger experiments to
be undertaken, as otherwise the formation of
T i 0 2 in considerable quantities seems highly
probable, seeing that, as is well known, T i,O g is not
altogether formed, if titanium ores are reduced and
then cooled in other than a reducing atmosphere.
Another method of finding out if T i 0 2 is present
would be as follo w s: pass dry chlorine over heated
powdered slag, made into balls with powdered
charcoal,exactly as is done in preparing SiCl4; but
it seems uncertain if the time such experiments
would take will in any measure repay the authors.
In making calculations on the reduction of,
2 T i0 2 to Ti2Og and Pe2Og to 2FeO, a peculiar
relationship is noticed, which may complicate
matters considerably, if all iron is not removed
before the titanium peroxide is reduced, thus
sary where proper attention is paid 't o the
2 T i0 2
T i2Og
jockeys. The frame as shown in the diagram, but
2(48 + 32)
96 + 4 8 ' ■
without the runners, is the usual construction'for
sands dump haulages. W ith these runners a
160
144~"
fixed type of jock ey must be used, which, of
and Fe20 3
2FeO
course, would not be suitable where they have to
112 + 48
2(56 + 16)
be taken out to pass under tanks where there is
not sufficient head-room, unless they are hinged.
160
144.
The very important items o f onsetting, and
It w ill be seen that the same proportion holds
releasing points, methods of attaching, speed, etc.,
for the loss o f weight in the two cases.
should be discussed with advantage.
I was particularly interested in the description
EN DLESS EO PE H AU LAG E.
of the jock ey in use at the Premier Mine (Pack’s
(R ead at December M eeting, 1 9 09 .)
patent) on which the jaw s are turned 90° to gst
four wearing surfaces for each jaw .
I have
By H. G. K a y (Associate).
brought some jockeys here to-night to show you
which have similar properties with the added
D IS C U S S IO N .
advantage that the gripping parts can be easily
_ Mr. G. A. Webb ( Visitor) : The very interest made ,to follow the wear of the rope and are so
ing paper read before you by Mr. K ay describing I simply detached.
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A s it is with maintenance costs you are all
deeply concerned, it may interest you to know
that with the type of jock ey shown the costs can
be considerably reduced showing a saving of over
100% compared with the ordinary U type. _
O n ' haulage having a mean grade of
A
roughly 1 in 6'36 by experimental tests which
have been conducted over 18 months (although
four months’ costs were taken for these figures) it
was shown the costs could be reduced in this
instance from £ 1 3 14s. 3d. to £ 6 and this
allowing to replace the whole wearing blocks
each month, the average life of ’ these wearing
blocks (as per samples) was over six weeks.
(Mr. W ebb demonstrated his remarks by an
exhibition of the jockeys and runners invented by
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differences are best detected by lookin g at the
contents of the tubes from above. In a few minutes
the carbon monoxide blood also turns greenish, but
the difference may be made to la^ / 011« feV 1
^
dron of copper sulphate be employed. If the test is
not required im m ediately, but is desired to be
permanent, 5 drops of a freshly-prepared solution of

himself.)
The meeting then closed.______________________

Notices and Abstracts of Articles and
Papers.
C H E M IS T R Y .
W a t e r . — “ D eterm ina
tions of the exact solubility of lime, prepared by
inniiing purest calcite, were made by the authors,
using an apparatus specially designed to avoid all
sources of error as far as possible. The follow in
table shows the solubility oi pure lime m water at
the temperature stated :—
W eig h t of W ater in Grams
Temperature.
required to Dissolve
°C.
1 Gram CaO.
2
768'5
10
786'8
15
804-3
20
826-4
25
868 ’7
30
908-2
40
988 1
50
1083-0
60
1179-0
70
1274-8
80
1368-1
— G. T . M o o d y and L. T. L e y s o n , Trans. Chem.
Soe., 1908, 93, 1767-1772.— 2’/ie Analyst, t e b ., 1909,
p. 73. (E. H. C.)

S o l u b i l i t y o f L im e i n

C h e m i c a l M e t h o d s f o r D is t i n g u i s h i n g C a r 
MONOXlDE-HiEMOGLOBIN FROM OXYHEM O
GLOBIN.— “ The author has investigated a large

bon

number of the proposed methods for the differentia
tion of carbon monoxide-hiomoglohin from o*ylueinoglobin, and has selected the follow ing m odifi
cations of Zaleski’s and W elzel’s tests : - r b e blood
containing carbon m onoxide and a control blood
containing oxygen are diluted a hundred times with
water, care being taken to agitate the carbon
m onoxide blood as little as possible, since the com 
pound is unstable in the air.
The cylinder must be
tightly corked.
I f the test is required to yield a
rapid result w ith a transient effect, 5 c.c. of each of
the solutions of blood are placed in tw o test-tubes,
and treated with 5 diops of concentrated copper
sulphate solution.
The contents are mixed by
inverting the tubes once, and the carbon monoxide
blood should then show a purple-red colour, whilst
the ordinary blood is coloured green.
bm all

t

^

1'

s,

/ a

i

■£

or uh,i\lv becomes dirty red and finally brownish,
find the difference remains perceptible for months.
Tlie tube

containing the c^ ° "

' " ^ ^ “ is beino-

Methodik, 1908, 1, 146, -Z e U .
pp. 205-207.— Tlie Analyst, April, 1909, p. lb l

^

C h a n g e s in D i l u t e S o l u t i o n s o f P e r m a n g a n -

W ith regard to these changes, attention is
a«"iin called to the observation that the changes
take nlace whether tlie solutions are subjected to the
f c t f o n o f t ig h t or whether they are kept in the dark,
although lifrht accelerates the changes. O neexplana
I n
s that the dissolved gases, the atmospheric
oases particularly carbon dioxide, may have been
the influencing causes. A gainst this view is the fact
that carbon dioxide u s u a l l y converts m a n g a n a te s jo

been caused by any dissolved organic substances f
the solutions were made in d istilled water and tr0“
pure crystallised salts ; and also, all the g la s s j ^ s e ls
were well washed before use with a warm
nf hydrochloric and nitric acid.
or could any
organic substances have e m U w M lutw M ^ for
the latter were always kept well c o v e : ^ r a thcless in order to eliminate the action of an} extra
neous -ases or dirt, another series of solutions of
potassium permanganate was made, and^tlie glass
bottles were filled to overflowing.
The contents
were isolated from the air hy well ground stoppers.
Tlie bottles of one series were hlled in the dark, an
thev stood in cupboards to wlncli no light could
penetrate. A simFlar series of bottles stoodI in a weU
lighted room and th ey were exposed
of light. The changes in the coloui of the solutions
were exactly the same as in the earlier observations
b u t those of the solutions exposed to the action of
W h t were much quicker.
Besides the colour
changes a small bubble of gas collected m the
bottles. The absorption spectra were notobservedThe explanation which seems to account for the
changes is that the dissociating force of the -nater
slowly acted upon the dissolved permanganates, so
that the ionic condition of B and M n 0 4, where B
represents the m etallic ion, broke dow n. One may
im agine that the M nC hion ^ e i 'g o e s h ii^ e r dissoci
ation into MnOo and O, or into MnO» and U.2. in
such dilute solutions the tension bet™ *® ^
^
cules of water surrounding the ions imils't h. e h 3en
very considerable, and it may have t a n
to destroy the M n 0 4 condition, so that further
changes took placc which became visible in changes
of colour in changes in the width of the bands and
the liberation of o x y g e n i ^ j f thcBe change, ^
t e ^ c c ^ S ^ ^ ^ b ^ t i o n s of lig h t
The
intei mediate stages of the changes might be repre
sented by the narrowing of the bands 1, 2 and A ai
the widening of the bands 4 and 5, and these m iB
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correspond to changes of the M uO , ions into M n 0 3
and 0 ions. The com plete change in colour from the
well known permanganate tint to a light brownish
yellow colour in the more diluted solutions, the dis
appearance of the absorption bands, and the increased
general absorption represented the com plete change
into M n 0 2 and 0.2. The Mn0.2 would be dissolved
in the colloidal condition, and it would be represented
by the com plete disappearance of the bands, and the
increased general absorption, whilst the oxygen
partly escaped.” — J. E. P u r v is , M .A . — Pruc.
Cambridge Philosophical Society, M ay, 1909, p. 255.
(H. A . W .)
E s t im a t io n of N ic k e l in N ic k e l -S t e e l b y
M e a n s op D im e t ii y l g l y o x im e . — “ The follow ing

m ethod is stated to be rapid and trustw orthy for the
estim ation of nickel in nickel-steel.
Five grams of
the drillings are dissolved in 50 c.c. of hydrochloric
acid (specific gravity 1 *125), the m ixture being
gently heated to aid the solution. Concentrated
nitric acid is then added, drop by drop, until the
solution is clear and dark red in colour, and the whole
is concentrated to a volum e of about 25 c.c.
The
residual solution is rinsed into a separating funnel
with hydrochloric acid (specific gravity 1 ■125) and
shaken with 10U c.c. of anhydrous ether, which
removes the greater part of the iron, the solution
being then shaken with three successive quantities of
5 c.c. of ether containing hydrochloric acid. The acid
solution containing the nickel is heated until most of
the ether remaining in solution has been evaporated,
filtered, the filter washed with hot water, and the
filtrate diluted to a volume of about 500 c.c. A fter
the addition of a little tartaric acid, the solution is
neutralised w ith ammonia, then rendered slightly
acid with hydrochloric acid, and dim ethylglyoxim e,
in the form o f a 1 per cent, alcoholic solution, is
added. - On heating the m ixture and adding
ammonia, scarlet-red nickel oxim e is precipitated.
The precipitate is collected on a weighed tiller, and
the clear filtrate is passed through a-filter of equal
weight to the firs t; both filters are washed with hot
water, dried, and weighed together in a weighingbottle. The em pty filter is now removed, the bottle
and full filter are re-weighed, and, after removing
this filter, the bottle is weighed em pty. The weight
of the precipitate thus obtained, m ultiplied by
0'20.'il, gives the quantity of n ickel.” — A . Invanicki.
— Client. Zeit. Rep., 1908, 32, p. 644.— The Analyst,
Feb., 1909, p. 74. (E. H . C.)
E s t im a t io n o f S u lp h id e in A l k a l i C y a n id e .

— “ O f the three methods studied, that of titration
with lead nitrate, with lead paper as an external
indicator, is the most rapid and convenient, and if
suitably performed and corrected, it is sufficiently
accurate for technical purposes with quantities of
potassium sulphide below 0'1 .per cenr,.
G. W.
Williams’s modification* of the colorim etric process
(with sodium hydroxide and lead acetate) is more
accurate, but less rapid, and it is necessary to use
boiled water and to check the strength of the
standard solution very frequently. Lastly, F eld’s
method, depending oil ths expulsion of sulphuretted
hydrogen by distilling with magnesium chloride in
an atmosphere of carbon dioxide, is the m ost
accurate, but too laborious for technical purposes.
The anthor describes the follow ing procedure for
performing the titration method with lead nitrate :
— 10 grams of the powdered cyanide are stirred
quickly with 15 c.c. of ordinary water, any lumps
* See this Journal, Vol. vi., Nov., 19U5, p. 171).
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being broken up with a glass rod.
A n y small
undissolved residue will generally go into solution
before the titration is finished. The lead nitrate
solution (1 c.c. equivalent to 1 mgm. of potassium
sulphide) is then run in q u ickly, so long as it pro
duces an increase' in co lo u r; after this it is added
gradually, the solution being tested by placing drops
of it in contact with drops of lead nitrate solution on
thick blotting paper.
The author has carefully
investigated the errors involved in the lead oitration
method, due to oxygen in the water, oxidation
whilst the substance is being dissolved, and oxid a
tion during titration.
These errors are very con 
siderable ; but if the procedure described above be
adopted, one and a half to tw o and a half minutes
being required for dissolving, and three to four
minutes for titrating, the errors are sufficiently
constant at from 18 to 26 per cent, of the sulphide
present.
If then the results be m ultiplied by the
factor 1 "25, or if, as is more convenient, a solution
containing 2 ’4 grams of lead nitrate per litre be
assumed to correspond with 0 ‘ 1 0 -p e r cent, of
potassium sulphide per 1 c.c. used, the results are
accurate to 2 or 3 units in the third place of
decimals, and compare favourably w ith those
obtained by W illiam s’s m ethod.” — T. E w a n ’ .—
Journ.
Soc. Chem. Ind., 1909, 28, pp. 10-13.
The Analyst, M arch, 1909, p. 117. (E. H. C.)
V o l u m e t r ic M e t h o d f o r t h e E s t i m a t i o n o f
T i t a n i u m a n d o f T i t a n i u m a n d I r o n in t h e .
P r e s e n c e o f E a c h O t h e r .— “ In one part of a

solution containing titanium and iron, the titanium
is estimated, after reduction b y zinc and hydro
chloric acid, by titration with a solution of m ethy
lene blue, which is standardised against a standard
titanium solution.
In another part of the original
solution, iron (in the ferric state) is estim ated by
titration with titanons chloride solution. Iron salts
have no action on methylene blue, but the lower
oxides of vanadium and tungsten reduce it. The
reduction of the titanium is conveniently carried out
in a flask closed by a rubber stopper, carrying a
Bunsen valve and two short glass rods.
The top of
the valve is closed, not by the usual glass rod, but
by a short glass tube closed by a small rubber
stopper.
Through this rubber stopper a piece of
platinum wire is inserted, the lower end of which,
inside the flask, carries a small rod o f zinc, which
effects the reduction.
W hen this is com plete, the
zinc is raised above the liquid b y means of the wire,
carbon dioxide is passed through the flask by
rem oving the two small glass rods, the zinc rod is
rinsed w ith water, and the titration effected. The
maximum error of the method is about 0'3 per cen t.”
— E . H i b b e r t .— Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind., 1909, SS,
pp. 189-190.— The Analyst, A pril, 1909, p. 182.
(E . H. C.)
D ir e c t V o l u m e t r ic M e t h o d f o r t h e E s t i m a 
o f A l u m i n a .— “ The precipitate of alumina

t io n

and iron oxide, obtained as usual, is dissolved in the
smallest possible quantity of concentrated hydro
chloric acid.
To this solution 2 to 5 grains of
sodium peroxide are added, so as to yield a strongly
alkaline solution containing aluminium as aluminate. The solution is filtered from ferric-hydroxide,
and exactly neutralised with hydrochloric or sul
phuric acid, after the addition of phenolphthalien.
The liquid is then heated alm ost to boiling, methyl
arange is then added, and then standard sulphuric
acid, until the aluminium hydroxide previously pre
cipitated is entirely redissolved, and a permanent
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acid reaction is obtained,
lh e quantity of standard
acid used corresponds to the alumina present.
I he
method is inapplicable in the presence of lead or
zinc. Sodium peroxide is used to make the solution
alkaline, instead of sodium hydroxide on account of
its greater purity.” - W . H. Seamon U Western Chemist
and M etall., F eb., 1909.— C W j . Engineer 1909, 9

p_ 116.— The Analyst, June, 1909, p. 291.

(E. H. U )

S f j a r a t i o n o f A n tim o n y fr o m T in .— “ The
quantitative separation of antimony and tin is one
of the most difficult in analytical practice. Ot the
methods hitherto proposed, that of Vortmann and
M etzl (Analyst, 1906, SO, p. 281), is the simplest,
and gives useful results. Ti e author, howevei, has
found that a ready means for the separation of the
sulphides of these two metals may be based on their
different solubilities in hydrochloric acid of dmerent
concentrations. Antim ony sulphide, though soluble
in hot concentrated hydrochloric acid, is insoluble in
the 15 per cent, acid, whilst tin sulphide is com
pletely soluble. W h en both metals are present m
an acid solution of such concentration, saturation
with hydrogen sulphide at t h e ordinary temperature
throws out a little of tin sulphide in association with
the antimony, but this may be avoided by perform;
in s the precipitation at a temperature ot 50 .to 60
C A -mixture of antimony and stannic salts is
treated with strong hydrochloric a c i d sufficient to
give a concentration of 15 per cent, of the acid. I he
beaker containing the solution is then placed m a
water-bath, and the temperature is maintained at
50° to 60° C. ; a strong current ot hydrogen sulphide
is then passed through the liquid for thirty minutes,
and the antimony sulphide separates readily as a
scarlet precipitate. The liquid is then cooled below
30° C., and a moderate stream of hydrogen sulphide
is passed for ten minutes.
The clear liquid is
decanted' off through a Gooch crucible, previous y
dried at 110° C. and tared. '1 he precipitate is rapidly
collected, washed with 50 c.c. of 15 per cent, hydro
chloric acid saturated with hydrogen sulphide, then
with water and hydrogfen sulphide, and then m suc
cession with alcohol, a mixture of alcohol and carbon
bisulphide, carbon bisulphide, again with alcohol,
and finally with ether.
It is dried at 110 C. and
weighed. The tin remains in the iiltia te, which is
partially neutralised with ammonia, diluted with
water,
warmed and saturated with hydrogen
sulphide. The results are exact, and a re independent
of the relative quantities of the two metals,
lh e
method is applicable iii all cases where antim ony is
present in the form of a solution of the tnoxide.
G. P a n a j o t o w . — B er.d eu t. Chem Ges., 4%, pp. 129b-
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0-2103,(5) 0-2104 gram C e 0 2,
(3) Taken,^0-1928 ;
found (a) 0-19-27, and (b) 0-1922 gram Ce0.2. — I - J.
M etzgU K .— J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1909, SI, pp. 523525. — The Analyst, July, 1909, p. 335. (E. H. C.)
D e t e r m i n a t i o n o f Y a s a v i v u . — " Method for
Products Low in 'Silica, - W e i g h out from 0-250 to
1 000 p n . of the finely powdered material and m ix in
a nickel crucible of about 25 c.c. capacity with 3 gm.
of sodium peroxide ; cover with about 1 gm : more of
the peroxide and heat over a Bunsen b u rn er; a dul red
heat being sufficient. W h en the darkening which
gradually takes place on the surface is complete, the
operation m ay be considered finished.
Fill a 500 c.c. beaker half full of cold water and
transfer the cold crucible containing the melt to it.
Care should be taken at this point as _the reaction
between the peroxide and water is violent, i t is
well to float the crucible in the beaker, cover with a
large watch glass and. add water to. the contents of
the crucible a few drops at a time from a wash bottle.
W h en solution is com plete, rem ove and wash the
crucible, heat to boiling and pass a current of carbon
dioxide through the solution until saturated Bem ove
from the heat, allow to settle and pour through a
filter supported on a platinum cone. W ash three
times by decantation and three times on the hlter
using hot water containing a little sodium carbonate.
Suction can be applied tow ard the end of the opera
tion if found necessary.
.
The filtrate is brought ju st acid w ith nitric acid,
boiled and the vanadium precipitated w ith lead ace
tate : the slight excess of nitric acid being corrected
b y the addition of a gram or tw o of sodium acetate.
The precipitate of vanadate of lead is separated by
filtration, and dissolved in a small quantity ot dilute
nitric acid. T o the solution add 10 c.c. concentrated
sulphuric acid, evaporate to fumes, cool add cold
w ater and separate the sulphate of lead by filtratwn,
catching the filtrate in a flask. The hltrate which
may amount to 150 c.c., is boiled and reduced by
sodium sulphite, using 1 gm. and adding in succes
sive small portions. The excess of sulphui dioxide
is removed b y boiling ; for convenience in testing
this point, fit a stopper and delivery tube to the
flask. W h en the escaping steam no longer decolo
rises a dilnte solution of permanganate ot potash,
held in a small beaker, the boiling is stopped and the
hot solution titrated w ith standard permanganate.
The iron factor m ultiplied by 0-916 equals vana-

1299.— The A nalyst, June, 1909, pp. 291-2. (E. H. G.)
R a p i d V o l u m e t r ic M e t h o d f o r D e t e r m i n i n g
C e r i u m in P r e s e n c e o f O t h e r H a r e E a r t h s .—

“ Cerous salts in sulphuric acid solution are quanti
tatively oxidised by sodium bismuthate to cen c
salts, and the latter can then be again reduced by
means of ferrous sulphate added to known amount,
the excess of this salt being determined by titration
w ith permanganate. The permanganate solution is
approxim ately one-fortieth normal, and is prepared
by. dissolving 10 grams o f potassium permanganate
and 50 c.c. of strong sulphuric acid m water, and
m aking up to 1 litre. The value of this solution in
terms of Fe, x 3-08415, gives the equivalent of C e 0 2.
The method is accurate, as shown by the follow ing
results :_ C e O , taken (1) 0-1901
^ e te n u m e d by
oxalate precipitation ; found (a) 0 1897, (o) 0 1907
gram C e 0 2.
Taken (2) 0-2102 . gram ; found (a)

^ 'if't h e material contains arsenic, it w ill be neces
sary to remove it. A convenient point at which to
do this is after the first reduction b y sodium sulphite.
Pass hydrogen sulphide, filter, boil out excess and
UtA correction from the burette reading should be
made as follows : T o 150 c c. of w ater in a flask, add
10 c.c. sulphuric acid and 1 gm. sodium sulphite
Boil out t h e sulphur dioxide and titrate. The amount
of permanganate used to colour the solution should
be deducted from the assay. The correction usually
amounts to 0"2 c.c.
,
Method for O re s .-T re a t 1 gm. of t h e finely ground
ore (less if high grade) with 80 c.c. of aqua regia and
e v a p o r a t e to dryness.
A dd 10 c.c. nitric acid, 1 2 0
sp. gr. and digest on the hot plate for a few ™“ utese
Filter off the silica, etc.
Nearly neutralise the
filtrate with caustic soda and pour it w ith c ° " s ^ '
stirring into a hot solution of caustic soda conta ned
in a large beaker. A stick of caustic soda dissolved
in 200 etc. of water is about the right strength. H eat
the solu tion .to b oilin g and pass a current ot carbo
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dioxide gas. From this point the method is carried
out as described above.
For Products containing much Silica and not
readily decomposed by acids, the method of heating
with sodium peroxide m ay be nsed, but in this case
it w ill be necessary to remove the silica. T he filtrate
from the iron, after slight acidification with nitric
acid, is made alkaline with ammonia and 3 gm. or
4 gm. of ammonium carbonate added. The beaker
is put on a warm plate and allow ed to stand for an
honr with occasional stirring. The voluminous pre
cipitate of silica is separated by filtration on a 12 cm.
filter supported on a platinum cone using-suction.
This precipitate, although somewhat inclined to be
sticky, is not difficult to filter if suction is used. The
washing with hot water, containing a little amm o
nium carbonate must be thorough. Ten or twelve
times is not too much, churning up the precipitate
well with the stream from the wash bottle. The
filtrate now freed from the greater part of the silica
is again made slightly acid with nitric acid and the
precipitation with lead acetate made as before.
W hen using the acid method of decomposition, it
is not always safe to assume that the vanadium is all
extracted by treatm ent of the ore crushed to 80 mesh
or coarser, with dilute nitric acid, as is sometimes
recommended. Some vanadiferous sandstones yield
to this treatment, but not all and the writer, has
repeatedly found vanadium in residues treated in
this manner. To make sure of com plete extraction,
the ore should be finely ground in an agate mortar
and decomposed first with aqua regia.
The direct reduction and titration of the vanadium
in the presence of the accum ulated salts of the
analysis is inaccurate, the end point being uncertain
and successive reductions generally failing to check ;
so it is always necessary to separate the vanadium
from these hy precipitation with lead acetate, the
titration of pure vanadium solutions being exact. If
rapid approxim ate results are wanted, the filtrate
from the iron residue m ay be acidified with sulphuric
acid and the solution reduced and titrated.
The method as described has the advantage over
the ammonium carbonate method in that the separa
tion of the iron and vanadium is performed, in nearly
every case, at a single operation, and obviates the
necessity of a re-solution and reprecipitation of the
iron residue. A clean separation can be made on
iron vanadate, using 300 mg. of substance.
The carbon dioxide is used to prevent bumping,
although in some cases its use apparently gives a,
cleaner separation, due possibly to the tendency of
the alkaline carbonates formed to hold vanadium in
solution.” — H. F. W a t t s . — Western Chemist and
Metallurgist, Nov. 1909, p. 408. (H. A. W .)
M ETALLU RGY.
F i l t e r .— “ The
H nnt Continuous Slime Filter is designed for the
separation of liquids from finely divided solids, and
is especially adapted to the cyanide, chlorination,
and other chemical processes for treatm ent of ores.
It is also m ost suitable for the dewateving of tailing
in localities where water is expensive or where it is
desirable to' follow wet crushing by cyanidation or
other chemical treatment.
In its general design the machine consists of an
annular chamber which is connected with the
vacuum pump and the top of which constitutes the
filtering surface. The filter used is a form of sand
filter, which the inventor first applied over 15 years
ago and has used most successfully in leaching ores.
A great deal has been published recently regarding
T h e H u n t C o n t in u o u s S l i m e
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the troubles incidental to the use of canvas or filter
cloth in filter-presses and vacuum-filter machines.
W ith a sand filter properly arranged these troubles
do not exist. A clear filtrate is obtained and no
subsidiary filter is required.
In m aking the lilter-bed, slats of triangular section
are placed side by side but not touching, a space of
about three-sixteenths or one-quarter of an inch
being left between the bases of the slats. Carefully
screened gravel, as nearly uniform in size as possible
and too large to pass through the openings between
the bases of the slats, is then placed in the lower part
of the bed. A bove these, finer gravel or coarse sand
is spread in a layer about 1 in. deep to form a floor
on which is spread clean sand of 8 to 12 mesh size, to
a thickness of an inch or so above the tops of the
triangular slats. This forms the permanent filterbed and is supported strongly enough to remain
perfectly rigid on the application of a vacuum in the
chamber underneath. This chamber is connected
with a wet vacuum-pump which withdraws the solu
tion and maintains the vacuum. - The walls of the
structure may be made of concrete and those being
raised above the top of the filter-bed constitute
circular tracks on which a carriage revolves. This
carriage has an iron scraper in front, which is of the
same width as the filter-bed, and removes the layer
of residue from the permanent filter-bed. Follow ing
close behind the scraper, on the carriage, is placed a
distributor similar to that used on a Frue vanner,
which distributes the sandy portion of tlie pulp.
Behind this is a second distributor which spreads the
slim y portion of the pulp over the layer of sand-just
laid down by the first distributor. On the central
column of the machine are two concentric hoppers or
funnels, which are connected by pipes with the two
distributors and which receive the pulp. Before
reaching the filter machine the pulp is roughly classi
fied, so. that a portion of the fine sand is separated i n .
a clean condition, and this clean sand is fed np>n the
filter-bed by the first distributor, the rest of the pulp
going to the second. In this way-the slim y portion
of the pulp is distributed over a layer o f clean
fine sand.
A s the carriage moves continuously
the deposited layer o f sand and slime is also con 
tinuously removed b y the scraper, while the first
material is deposited by the distributors, as described
above.
Pipes to spray wash solution and wash
water follow the carriage at suitable distances, so
that the residue can be thoroughly washed.
■ The machine has an extrem e diameter of 15 ft.,
the annnlus being 3 ft. wide. This gives a filter
surface of 113 sq. ft. On the supposition that the
layer of residue contains 50% moisture and weighs
109 lb. per cnb. ft., if it is J in. thick, it will amount
to 2'26 cub. ft. and will weigh 256 lb., or 123 lb. dry.
A t a speed of one revolution of the carriage per
minute, this represents an output of 3'69 tons of dry
material per hour, or over 80 tons per day.
The vacuum-chamber and base are made simply of
concrete, the bottom of the vacnuin-chamber Deing
arranged so as to drain to the outlet. The triangular
slats are put together in sixteen sections which fill
the annular space and form the support for the filter
bed of sand. The carriage is driven from a heavy
gear which revolves on ball bearings on the central
pillar. The gear is made am ply strong to meet all
strains and stresses.
The pinion is driven by a
worm -gear with cut teeth running in oil, thus secur
ing the necessary speed rednction .direct from an
ordinary line shaft. The arm which connects the
carriage with the driving gear is built of channel
irons q,nd is yery strongly braced. The carriage
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should be cemented. A ll these extra launders and
carries the scraper in front which is set at an angle
cemented floors should conduct the ‘ accidental over
of 60° with the radius so as to discharge the residue
flows ’ to a sump tank specially provided. The least
over tlie outer edge of the filter-bed. Overhanging
experienced plant operator knows that this pays for
the ed'^e of the filter-bed is a bucket which receives
itself in short order. It can be easily understood
the residue as sent over by the scraper. A t one part
that if the night shift forgets and allows a number of
of tlie circle is fixed a tripper, which overturns tlie
tons of solution to overflow, there w ill be no boasting
bucket as it passe" ; by this means the residue is
about it in the morning. Blit when, the ‘ accident
discharged at one point and can be removed by a
sump ’ catches this overflow, even though the pump.
travelling belt or a car. W hen water is abundant
ing back is not reported, the loss is prevented, which
this bucket is not required, but the residue may he
the main thing.
_
discharged direct into a tail-race which surrounds I is In
this connection, it is amazing what losses some
the machine.”— Mexican Mining Journal, Sept.,
companies will stand, when the simple expedient of
1909, p. 27. (G. H. S.)
returning the tailings-pond drainage will pay hand
somely.
One plant manager in M exico returns
C y a n I nr N r;
i n A m e r i c a . — “ In some respects
settled solution from the top of a slime dam and
Am erica is ahead and in others it is behind in nulling
obtains 500 pesos daily. In this case, the query is :
and cyaniding.
The new 100-stamp null of the
W h a t amount of m oney soaks into the ground?
R oodepoort United com pany, now under construct W h at amount could be obtained by tunnelling nnder
tion in Africa, has 1,900-lb. stamps, which are
the pond and catching this drainage !
expected to crush 12 tons each per day. The capacity
Another com pany sends its tailings into a small
record now held there b y the Cinderella Deep is over
lake, pumping back and securing many thousands of
9 tons per l',«00-lb. stamp. There is nothing to com 
dollars from the surface of the lake. W here sand
pare with these tignres in the United Staies or m
leaching is practised, charges of sand are more liable
M exico. The lim it in stamps seems to be l,2o0 lb.,
to go o u t without thorough washing than are slime
and this weight is not common. The favourite
charges with modern methods of slime washing. A t
w eight is 1,050 lb. when new, with an average
one In ill, nepotism requires the em ploym ent of a
running w eight of 1,000 lb. The nearest thing to the
vouik' man who is better able to cope with his cups
capacity figures quoted above is the record of the
than with classifiers. This often results (particularly
M exico mill at El Oro, M exico, of 7 tons per stamp,
on night shift) in slim y charges of sand and con
(hough this is not a fair comparison, as the battery
sequent utter inability to treat or wash. It is a
screens at El Oro are 6 mesh, while in A frica they
notorious fact that the drainage from the pond of
a r e 30 to 40 mesh. A n d this is the best in Mexican
this plant, except during the short period of sluicing
practice. The average tonnage may be stated as 3'5
out the sand tanks, averages §1.655 per ton. lh e
tons and the worst, with 1,000-lb. stamps and
point I wish to m ake is that, if not trom one cause,
40-mesh screen is 2-5 tons. Allis-Chalmers com pany
then from another, accidents happen in the plant and
has furnished 1,600-lb. stamps for Africa, but of the
that, so far as possible, provision should be marie
many hundred stamp m ills they have supplied in
against resulting losses.
. ,.
N orth and South Am erica, none have exceeded
Tube Mill Practice.— Tube mills are being improved
1.250 lb.
,
. ,
daily. It is but a step from one man-hole in the
... On the other hand, a recent exhaustive report ot
shell centre to tw o at opposite ends and on opposite
A^ Heymann on the m etallurgical practice of tlie
sides, then another from silex set flat in cem ent, to
Midas Deep, L td., says am ong other th in gs: ‘ A
edgewise setting, to iron or steel plates, and from
sample was also taken from the slime dam ot tlie
these to the honey-com b and ribbed lining. W here
current slimes, which, assayed at my laboratory,
form erly linings lasted three months and required
crave a result of 2-5 dwt. This would not pay to
three weeks for renewal, the life is now twelve
treat on a small scale, and would only be payable
months and replacements are made m tw o eight-hour
with a very considerable increase in the size of the
shifts.
A t first the mills were filled and charged
battery, and consequent increased tonnage.’ One
laboriously b y rem oving a single man-hole and
fathers from this statem ent that the slime from this
dumping 'in sacks of pebbles,
llie n convemen
20-si amp mill, which consists of 35 tons per day or
b i n s were built over the mills to chute the pebbles
82.50 slime is not treated because it will not pay !
rapidly into the mill and thus save time in this slow'
W h a t plant here would throw aw ay such an asset m
and time-wasteful operation. N ow such a scheme as
tlie form of an easily treated slim e? A n Am erican
a fixed spiral in the discharge opening, or a feeder
or M exican cyanider, of a speculative turn of mind,
large enough to pass the pebbles into the feed end of
apparently could m ake a fortune cyaniding. slime
the m ill, has m agically removed such troubles, and
ponds in Africa.
tube mills are run 97% of the possible running time.
Ways o f preventing losses.—A feature of construct
The modern operator has gone even further and is
i o n , which is deserving of great consideration and
dispensing altogether with flint pebbles. One M ex i
which lias received little attention in the technical
can com pany Sad several car loads of pebbles at
press, is the com m on or garden variely of rim
Tam pico for several months which were for sale
larindvr.
The ordinary iron launder as used for
cheap. In other words, it was not worth while to
cyanide tanks need cost at m ost 75c. per running
haul them to the mine. It is an interesting fact
font. I f I were building a plant with the expectation
that while pebbles are consumed at tlie rate of trom
of having it operated by the best three shiftmen you
1 to 2 lb per ton of sand ground, under similar
know, 1 should expect an occasional forgetfulness or
circumstances, from 15 to 20 lb. of quartz lumps are
oversight and should provide for it. Every tank in
required. W ith man-hole charging it would ha\e
a cyanide plant which m ay contain pulp or solution
been difficult; expensive and tedious to have supplied
should have a rim launder. Form erly it was con 
such a quantity of grinders to the mill, but with tlie
sidered advisable to cem ent the floor of the entire
simple methods of feeding now being'adopted^ this
plant to provide for such accidents. But such cement
is not difficult. So tlie cost of the pebbles vs saved
floor, is advisable even with rim launders, if for
and incidentally the capacity of the plant is increased
nothing but to prevent leakage from faulty con
about 1%.
...
s tr u c tio n ,o f plant.
Even the tailings-pond .floor
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A ratio o f one tnbe mill to 20 stamps' is con
sidered crow ding in A frica, A t the W ailii Grand
Junction 40 stamps are followed by four tube mills
and six more aie to be added without increasing the
number of stamps. The remarks of the chairman of
the com pany are significant.
He says : ‘ The
addition of these six tubes together with the sub
sidiary plant will enable from 350 to 400 tons to be
treated daily without the erection of any further
stamps, our experience being that it is much more
economical, both from the view point of capital
expenditure and working costs, to reduce the ore hy
tube mills than by stam ps.’
Precipitation Practice.— Til precipitation, zinc shav
ings are favourites at long odds, though zinc dust
is being successfully used wheie Mr. Merrill lias had
personal control of its use, as well as at Mercur
where foi a while a change to shavings was con 
sidered, but finally given up.
In treating the
precipitate, sulphuric acid has fallen into disfavour
and no wonder. It has been found that passing the
precipitate through 40 to 60-mesh screens is all that
is required for producing a reasonable grade of
bullion, and that by arranging a set of shallow trays
in one compartment, or, better, in a spare precipita
tion box, the shorts ’ can be made to serve for
precipitation o f solutions.
The tilting furnace wins friends wherever tried
A new one recently put on the m arket is sim plicity
itself.
I have seen a No. 60 crucible heated to
900° C. (a temperature which is well above that
necessary for cyanide bullion) in less than one hour
The fuel is coal oil, distillate or crude oil, and no
pressure or blast is required, natural draft alone
being used.
I neglected to say that the above
temperature was attained, starting with a cold
furnace and crucible. This is not an advertisement
but tin appieciation, and X should be glad to supply
the name o f the manufacturer to any one interested.
W here we are weak in this branch of m etallurgy
is in our method of slime settlement. W e need a
genius to prove that slime is actually as heavy as
sand b y settling it as rapidly, with no thought of
ions or electrons.” — M a r k K. L am b.—M n c s and
Methods, Oct., 1909, p. 73. (II. A . W .) '
Tunis-M iU j L i n e r s . — “ F . C. Brown, snperintenuenttoi the \\ aihi Grand Junction and lvom ata Reefs
describing the tube-mill liners invented b y him'
which have been continuously in use since 1906’
is now able to give details 'of their work, wear
and cost.
The accom panying illustration shows a
half cross-section of the liners.
The longitudinal
plates A are of hard steel and are thickest in the
middle, where the wear is greatest. The longitudinal
shoes C, also of hard steel, serve to raise the pebbles
and ore and throw them down.
The bars B, shoes
y, and plates A are held in position against the
inside of the tube-mill by means of bolts. The bars
: !lre not Subject to wear and are made of touMi
ii on.
I lie ribs are arranged in such a w ay that there
s no slip of pebbles on the liners and the correct rate
revolution has to be determined, so that the
cascade shall be well regulated and the pebbles not
thrown too far. F o r a 4 ft. mill the correct rate is
Od rev° lu.tl01ls Per minute, and for a 4 ft. 6 in. mill,
- revolutions give the best result. In a 4 ft, mill
there
ft.. m
mill
ten n
ribs
I?,,,!, are
Mw eight yribs,
v * * and in
'u aa o5 it
u i ten
u s.
■if.il rib for a 4 ft. mill measures 3 by 2J in., and for
s v s !p V " ( • * ? 3 lr\
U wiU be seen that this
^lem of liners is much thinner than silex liners,
i n * n l a i0 r nJ^'
tlle worlcinn Surface is thereby
de nearly 20^ greater thjju ji, a ii,iJJ of the same
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outside diam eter lined with silex.
The ore at the
K oniata Keefs is very hard.
It is coarsely crushed
in the stamp-mill, the woven-wire screen having onlv
live apertures per linear inch. There are two°tnbe’u f in operation, each is 16 ft. by 4 ft., and they
treat between them about 100 tons per day.
The
grade of fclie feed is ; .Retained on 6-mesh 5°/ • 40mesh, 46% j 90-mesh 26J% ; 200-mesh, 8J% through
-00-mesh, 14%.
A fter grinding, 60% passed 200mesh.
The results during 1908 showed that the

consumption of flints was 2 38 lb. per ton of ore and
the cost, at 0-47d. per lb., was 1 -1 Id. The consump-'
ti°n of steel in the liners, at 16s. per cw t., was 0;82d.,
per ton of ore.
The total cost of wear was therefore
I 93d. per ton. I t was found that a set of liners will
last about 2*2 months. A t the W aih i Grand Junction
there are four tube-mills, having a total capacity of205 tons per day. T w o measure 19 ft. 1 in. b y 4 ft.
8 in. internal diametf-r, one measures 16 ft. b y 4 f t '
3 in. and one 12 ft. 6 in. by 4 ft. 3 in. The grade of
the charge during 190S was : Betained on 10-mesh,
6 2 / ; 20-mesh, 5'6% ; 40-mesh, 19 8% ; 60-mesh,
8-o% ; 80-mesh, 7 % ; 100-mesh, 5-4% ; 150-mesh,
P . ; 200 niPsh, 3-0% ; passed 200-mesh, 34-2%.
A fter leaving' the tube-mills the grade was ; Retained
'i l o , 100' ! " 65' ! / ° ' 6% ; 150-mesh, 6'7% ; 200-mesh,
5 7% ; passed 200-mesh, 87%.
The flints consumed
cost Id. per ton of ore ; and the liners, 0'92d. ; a total'
of
In order to get efticiept reduction, retujrq-’
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■If coal is to be purchased oh the basis of British
Thermal Units contained, the samples obtained must
be above suspicion as to tlieir correctness. Y ou r
com m ittee will attem pt to sample coals b y several
different methods, and will subject these methods to
careful exam ination.
Moistarc.— The official m ethod of determining
moisture is b y drying the powdered coal in a tolnene
bath. Toluene boils at 113° C. at a barometric pres
C o m m it t e e o n F u e l .— “ T heappointment of the
sure of 30".
The boiling point at this altitude must
committee on coal is of such recent date that it has
be considerably less, and it is questionable in the
not' had, time to much more than make a hurried,
minds of y o u r com m ittee whether a sufficient tem 
general survey of the lield, and to make preparations
perature 'can be obtained by tlie toluene bath to
for gathering together literature on the subject.
elim inate the moisture. W e will introduce a com 
It may be asserted that in spite of the really
parison of the various methods.
enormous amount of literature published on eoal
Volatile Gases.—The determination of volatile
less is known chem ically of this com m odity than of
o-ases recommended b y the Com m ittee of the A m eri
any other single substance.
F u lly 75% of the
can Chemical Society is the fractional distillation of
literature consists of repetition of stock tests or
one gram of powdered coal over the full name of a
experiments.
For e x a m p le: the literature apper
Bunsen burner for seven minutes. A t this altitude
taining to the econom ic com bustion of coal in boilers
the distillation of low -boiling-point tarry m atter nrust
w ould” if collected together, weigh many tons, ih e
£0 on much more rapidly than at sea level. The
published analyses of coal amount to many thousands,
violent distillation in the opinion of your com m ittee
but when it conies to the chem istry of coal, the
is apt to entail- a corisiderble mechanical loss of coal
literature m ight be put into a very small space,
and probably the distillation of high boiling point
and of this at least 90% consists of inconclusive
hydrocarbons, not distillable at sea level. M oreover,
experiments which practically prove nothing. JNo
the great m ajority o f western coals_ are neither
scientific mind of the lirst class has ever seriously
bituminous nor lignite and are non-coking in charac
attem pted to work out the chem istry of coal.
ter.
These coals have been officially named subH ow ever, within the last few years, there is a
bituminous.
Such coals are much more lik ely to '
distinct tendency to get ou t of the rut that previous
dust than bituminous cokin g coals, and we propose to
experimenters have been travelling, and it seems as
determ ine whether the mechanical loss is not more
if the question o f the scientific exam ination of coal
serious than the com m ittee of the Am erican Chem ical
is becom ing recognised among scientific men as
S o c i e t y was inclined to believe.
It m ay _be pointed
w orthy of their attention.
In view of the fact that
ou t here that this question of the testing of non
considerably less than, 10% of the coal produced
coking coals is as yet an open one.
becom es avalable for useful work, it would certainly
Occluded Gases.— O f course, all chemists are
appear as if the study of coal is one of the most
fam iliar with the fa c t that a great deal of gas con 
im portant scientific and econom ic questions ot tlie
tained in the coal is occluded. R ecent tests, however,
day.
mo to show that a considerable volume of the gases
T he first w ork that your com m ittee proposes to
fs contained in fractures or fissures in the coal.
undertake and, in fact, has already com menced is
This brings up the question whether samples of such
to o-ather together as far as practicable all the
coals, after being crushed and kept for a short time
literature relative to coal, and its nse. T o abstract
at the low atmospheric pressures which prevail at
this literature w ill be its first task. In doing this
these altitudes, do not suffer a considerable loss.
w ork the needs of the western chemists will be kept
This is a question which you r com m ittee w ill
strictly in mind, and while some attention will be
endeavour to determine.
paid to foreign and eastern coal, it will be more for
It is well known that coal suffers considerable
the purpose of being able to institute comparisons
deterioration b y keeping.
This is true, even at sea
betw een those coals and those found here in the
level. A t some of the coaling stations of the British
W est.
Government coal is stored under water, and it is
T he next work w ill be to make investigations into
claimed that b y so doing the coal suffers less deterio
the methods of m aking coal analyses. The com 
ration than if stored in air. It occurs to your com 
m ittee has obtained tlie report of tlie Com m ittee on
mittee that by getting into com m unication w ith the
Coal A nalyses appointed by the Am erican Chemical
railroad companies it is possible that some data
S ociety, and has s n b je cte d .it to a rather close
m M it be obtained of interest along these lines. A t
exam ination. This report was made a number of
altitudes of 5,000 to 10,000 feet the losses of occluded
years ago, and has been accepted as a standard by
gases would seem to be greater than at sea level.
chemists all over the U nited States. Fresh exam ina
During the last few months the U nited States
tion of the report, however, demonstrates that even
G eological Survey has published a great deal of
in the minds of the chemists of the Am erican
literature on a number of coal fields of winch very
Chem ical Society a large number of questions were
little is known, even by western men.
Some ot
left open, and some of these questions the com m ittee
these new coal fields are of extrem e technological
proposes to investigate. W e will concern ourselves,
■interest. It m ight be interesting to note, as showing
however, chiefly w ith the methods of sampling,
the enormous im portance of these coal fields, that
determination o f moisture, determination of volatile
the B ook C liff and W h ite R iver fields contain an
gases, and w ill also pay some attention to the ques
ao-m-eo-ate of tw en ty-tw o billion tons of coal, and it
tion o f occluded gases, with which s u b je c t the report
im probable, in view of the little-know n geological
of th e Am erican Chemical Society did not deal.
conditions of these fields, that they m ay contain
• Sampling.— I t appears to us that the method of
many times this am ount, b ut taking the present
sam pling recom mended by the American Chemical
rou<rh estimates, these tw o lields alone contain sutnSociety is open to criticism . The method recoin■cient C09/1 to supply the entire U nited States with
njen4ed gives hardly much more than a grab sample,

in f-b oxes in the nature of spitzkasten are employed
a t°b o th the K om ata Reefs and the W aihi Grand
Junction, so that underground particles in the dis
charge are returned to the feed.” — New Zealand
Minis Record, April, 1909.— Mining Magazine, O ct.,
1909, p. 153. (J. A. W .)
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coal for the next fifty years at its present rate of
consumption, and these are but tw o of the coal fields
out of the scores yet to be investigated in the W est.
Y ou r com m ittee reports that it has secured the
co-operation o f the city of Denver boiler inspector
for the purpose o f investigating the industrial and
dom estic use o f coal in cities. Y our conm iittce has
proffered its aid to those bodies interested in the
mitigation of the smoke nuisance. Y ou r com m ittee
will endeavour also to secure the co-operation of
those engineers in charge o f the large office' build
ings o f Denver, and will endeavour to secure data
on the character of the various steam equipments at
the different buildings,.data relative to the coal used
and the conditions and character of the waste cases
sent into the atmosphere above the city.
°
Y our com m ittee wishes to state that as a m atter
of convenience it will devote its main attention at
tins time to coals mined in the State of Colorada.
lliis course is not on ly more convenient, but inas
much as our prim ary investigation goes to show that
the State o f Colorada contains every class of coal
from anthracite to a low -grade lignite, it believes
that^ the problems solved here w ill be of general
application all through the W est.
The com m ittee
states, however, that it will not confine its tests
merely to Colorado coals.
^ 'l he question of the artificial modification of coal
is one of extrem e interest, and considerable work has
been done along these lines during the last four or
five years. Besides its heating value, coal contains
a great many other valuable properties.
I t is pos
sible that the process of modification of coal will
result in giving a product of more economic value
as a fuel than coal, besides givin g’ by-products of
value to chemical manufacturers.
W hile this point of view is probably too advanced
for conditions as they are in the W est to-day, your
committee believes that conditions are changino- so
rapidly that some attention should be given to 'this
phase o f the subject.
•

very excellent w ork recently has been done
^ -Experimental Station of the University of
Illinois.
This work deals with the enriching of
producer "as, or rather the co-etficients of the velocity
of conversion of carboii-dioxideintocarbon-m onoxide.
1 his work is of peculiar interest, inasmuch as it for
the first time takes into account the work of Van’ t
Hon, and deals with the transformation from a
point of view of the velocity of chem ical reactions
and the influence of mass. This piece of work is of *
extreme interest, and is a very fine example of
technological chemical research.
t? v

Your committee appreciates the fact that it has
undertaken a very large amount of work, but it is
ot such extreme interest that it will be a pleasure
and not a task. It invites the co-operation of the
members of the society, not only here, but in other
states.— A . W .' W a r w i c k . — Western Chemist and
Metallurgist, Oct. 1909, p. 389. ( H .A .W )

I hb C it y DEEr M il l .— “ I n the ordinary way of
tilings the cam shaft, subject as it is to the "destroy
ing action of incessant vibration at the same time
Hi at it is carrying an irregularly distributed load,
Inch ranges between three and four tons, usually
oreaks _down in about six months or so. W ith the
ncreasing weight of stamps which is the vogue
o-day, and which does not yet appear to have
reached the limits of finality, this unpleasant habit
ne cam shaft is a matter of serious import to the
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mechanical engineer ; it is, in fact, the chief obstacle
to the building of the very heavy stamps which are
necessary in order to obtain the general m illin'*”
efficiency which Rand engineers are aim ing at.
°
The arrangement is briefly this. Instead of the
usual heavy timber king-posts upon each side of the
niortar-boxes for ten stamps, there are bu ilt up from
the concrete blocks upon which the boxes rest
reinforced concrete piers, about 6 ft. across the base,
j ft. high, 4 ft. across the top, and 14 in. wide. Upon
tins is set a single steel casting, held down to the
blocks by six 1J in. rods, 14 ft. long. These bolts
aie sufficiently long to give the whole the required
elasticity, and to com plete the necessary resilience
the casting is supported upon the concrete piers by
wooden blocks, 14 in. x 12 in. x 4 ft. In addition to
the guide frames, the casting carries a (ish-bellied
girder of cast steel, upon which interm ediate bear
ings 5 in. long are set between the cams. The cam
shaft, therefore, is supported at every few inches of
its total length, instead of, as usually, at the ends
only. It is obvious that a structure of this kind is
capable of supporting stamps of enormous weight,
and instead of a life of several months only for the
cam shaft one foresees a life of several years. There
appears to be no reason why stamps should not be
w eigh ted .u p to a couple of tons if necessary. The
guaranteed weight of the C ity Deep stamps is
2.000 lb., and the minimum crushing du ty at the
start of the proposed plant is fixed at 11 tons. W ith
the same weight of stamps and a suitable mesh there
is no reason w hy the crushing capacity per stamp
should n ot rise to 20 tons per stamp.
Long Stamp Heads.— A nother feature of the
battery w ill be the length pf the heads. These are
about 46 in. long and 9J in. in diameter, and,
together with the shoe, will have a total length of
60 in. Since they w ill project considerably above
the top of the mortar-box, wooden guides to receive
4■
m1Ui
fitted right into the top of the box.
A ll the pulp from the mill w ill be taken directly
from the boxes through launders to the tubes,
except that percentage which is already sufficiently
fine, of course." — The South African Mining Journal.
Sept. 11, 1909, p. 771. (A. R'.)
E l e c t r i c a l S m e l t in g o f I r o n O k e in S w e d e n .

—
c B ergv erk sn yt/referrin g to the operations con
ducted for three months during last summer, and
the com m ittee appointed by Government to report
on the process, have come to the conclusion that the
process is one of great importance, especially for
countries where w ater power is cheap and freight
easy. A ccording to the com mittee, the tw o most
im portant economical factors are : (1) For iron ore
carrying 60 per cent, or more iron, about ^ h. p. is
required per ton of iron ; (2 ) about 300 k gm .'of coke
is necessary for every ton of iron.” — London Minina
Journal, Oct. 23, 1909, p, 120. (A. R .)
Aj x ? Ct7EY IN IT^ LY*— “ A ccordin g to a report by
Mr. Nicou, the columnar deposits of cinnabar in the
M onte Am iata district contain 1 per cent, mineral
(60 per cent, mercury) (La Metallurgic, 21st April,
1909). The ore is screened, and all the small fra ",
m enls less than
in. are roasted in Cermalc
furnaces. T he chief mine is that of A bbadia San
Salvatore, which turns out about 25,000 tons of 1 per
cent, ore yearly. A ltogether, the number of furnaces
running is 28, among which are seven Cermakfurnaces with a capacity of 24 to 30 tons, four of
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1-2 to 15 tons’ capacity, four of 2 to 8 tons capacity,
and 13 ordinary 6-ton furnaces. D ie average re
covery from a large furnace is 9-r2 per cent, of tlie
total mere-nry contained in the oie. H ie latter coots
]3s 6d. to 22s. 6d. per ton at the mine, and the cost
of classilication, conveyance, and treatment is 3s. .M.
per ton, making the total cost 16s. 9d. to 2os.- 9d. for
the )2? lb. of mercury recovered, or Is. 4d. to 2s. per
lb. A lthough the quantity of the ore is diminishing,
the use of improved appliances enables the output ot
mercury to be maintained, and even increased, so
that Ita ly contributes nearly 400 tons out of a total
of about 3,600 tons produced throughout the world.
— (H. A . W .)T reatm ent

of

O ees

of

P r e c io u s M e t a l s .— *

“ The pulverized ore is subm itted to the action ot a
solution containing cyanide, a soluble iodide, and a
substance capable of producing nascent oxygen in
presence of the m ixture, such as a soluble bisulphate,t
ozone, or nitrogen peroxide. The process is luiideret
if the solution be too stion gly acid, b u t goes forward
in feebly acid solutions. The m ost suitable propor
tions o'f tlie constituents must be determined by
preliminary trials, bnt.in practice the m ixture ni^Y
be composed as fo llo w s :—Potassium cyanide, 450
gnus. ; potassinm iodide, 225 grms. ; sodiiim bisnlpliate, 1350 grms. ; lim e or soda, 22o grms. ; the
whole dissolved in 900 kilos, of water, and employed
in the proportion of tw o parts of t i e solution to one
of ore.
The same solution may be used over and
over again, provided the strength in cyanide anti
bisulphate be maintained constant. _ N o furtliei
addition of iodide is necessary, the iodine being
regenerated b y the bisulphate added .fr0™ time to
time. Between each operation it is desirable to pass
the liquid over the zinc shavings in order to extract
the dissolved metals.
The bisulphate may w;v»e
replaced by ozone or b y nitrogen peroxide, the con 
tinuous regeneration of the iodine proceeding in an
exactly analogous manner. R efractory ores contain
ing reducing agents (such as iron .sulphides) oi
tellurinni may be treated at once by the solution, no
preliminary roasting being necessary, — o t a c y
Metals Process Co.. Fr. Pat., 400-700, M arch 13,
1909 — Journal o f the Socict-t/ o f Chemical Industry,
O ctober 15, 1909, p. 1044. (W . A . C.)

the shunt coils, or in other words, are cumulative in
action. The increase of magnetism of the poles causes
the speed to fall in jnst the same way as arranging
the series and shunt coils in opposition would give
an increase of speed b y reason of the held being
w eakened.
W ith a three-phase motor the problem is not so
simple, although the m otor itself is a simpler piece .
of mechanism than the direct-current motor. Ih e
reason.for this is that a three-phase motor is essenti
ally a oonstant-speed machine, and to get the speed
down, to give it ‘ s lip ’ as it is called, a resistance has
to be inserted in the rotor circuit. O f course, such
a resistance ’ means that power will be lost when
current passes through it, and tins power w ill be
proportional to the ‘ slip.’ Therefore m order to
keep up the efficiency of the com bination the slip
should be as low as possible. This means that a
heavier flywheel is required than with the directcurrent motor set, for it has to give up the same
amount of .energy with a smaller drop or speed, it
should be remembered that the stored energy ot a
flywheel is proportional to the square of the speed at
which it runs.' The direct-cnrrent motor having a
' compound winding has no loss of power when tlie
' fall in speed takes place, and other things being equal
should therefore be the better arrangement. But
that is just the point, there are other things whicli
are not equal.
O f course, ‘ s lip ’ resistances may be made to go in
and out autom atically by-means of an extra piece ot
apparatus, so that, it is only connected in the rotor
circuit when the load, and therefore the current,
exceeds a certain amount. A good deal depends on
the time taken by maximum load. A long-period
maximum means a much heavier f l y w h e e l , and there
conies a time when a flywheel does no good and may
as well be omitted.
It will be seen from the above that there are points
for and against both direct-cnrrent and three-phase
for windin0- engines. These can only be thoroughly
appreciated by a trained electrical engineer, and
colliery officials and steelworks managers who have
a mind to buy such plant on their own responsibility
are dealing with a problem that is not at all simple.
__E. K ilb U R N S c o t t . — Iron and Coal Trades lie v ic tv ,
Sept. 10, 1909, p. 389. ‘ (A. li.)
H y d r a u l ic

M IN IN G .
E l e c t r ic a l l y - d r iv e n

W in d in g

E n g in e s . —

“ One of the essential features of the flywheel storage
arrangement for electrically-driven winding engines
is the autom atic arrangement for securing the' fall
in sp eed ' of the m otor and flywheel when the
maximum power is being taken. I t is at the moment
of this fall in speed that the energy of the flywheel
is given np to the load, and thus the power taken
from the generating plant is equalised. Imm ediately
the load comes o ff the- flywheel regains its energy
by speeding up again, and when the .maxima and
minima come near together the action lias to be
quick.
W ith a direct-current m otor the fall in spued is
easily arranged for, by titting it with a compound
winding, the series or com pounding coils being so
connected that when current is going through them
they magnetise the poles in the same direction as
*Tnos. B. O row k : Researches upon, the T e lk m d o G old Ores
o f Cripple Creek (C oloradoj. See this J ou rn a l, Vol. i\’ ., May,
1009, p. 398.
'
^
t This should'be persulp hate.—Ed.*Com.

_ Feb. 19] 0

Stope

F il l in g

at

the

K o h in s o n -

M in e ,— “ A launder 6 in. x 6 in. in size, is laid fioni
the foot of the dump to the top of a pass, which haw
been carried down to .the 9tli level, and which \\as
holed through with this object in view as far back as
Decem ber last. The launder is graded at about 15
at the top of t h e pass, where it c o n n e c t s with another
of similar dimensions which runs down into the mine.
A small quantity of water, sufficient to keep the
sand moving easily, is supplied at the dump, and
occasionally a little lime is added to neutralise the
acidity of the drainings below. A t the top o f the
stope to be filled, or wherever necessary, .a farther
supply of mine water is added as required in orrlci
to facilitate the distribution of the sand in tlie stope.
T o retain the material in place, the back of the level
is packed first of all with rock of ordinary walling
size, and, follow ing this, with smaller rubble which
is covered finally with old cocoa-nut m atting, the
whole making a kind of filter, through which the
water r e a d i l y drains away. Only a small percentage
of slime finds its w ay through the matting.
Hie
m a s s quickly settles as a close and com pact filling,
which may be relied upon to afford solid support at
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eve y .point , to tlie roof above it. The aveiage dip
ot tlie leef, it may be mentioned, is from 40° to 50°
So far only about 800 tons o f sand have been packed
in the. mine but ow ing to tlie fact that the Main
t
y wlllch Jies some 2 ft. or so below the Main Reef
J I T fi as
be " r° rked npon a considerable
scale, the sand Idling process seems likely, sooner or

sol

bed of m ullock forms a solid foundation for the
bulks.
‘ The Shrinkage' or ' L a y ’ System.- — In this
system one connection between levels at about the
centre of the block is all that is needed. The level
is timbered similarly to the ‘ K i l l ’ system , except
that the chutes, which are put in every 20 ft,, are
H,pe M °- bep bl(on!?,1V nto lar« e requisition. Taking
constructed of § in. steel. These chutes praciically
the Main R eef Leader at an average .thickness of
consist of a steel lip protrnding into the level, the
M hJ V
?
f ° otwal1 parting at 2 ft., and the
bottom or the chute being formed by the broken ore
M am E eef below at, say, 6 ft. or 7 ft., the resulting
itself. A n y rocks which are too large to pass through
distance fiom wall to wall when the whole is broken
the opening can be blasted w ithout dam aging tlie
a-vay will amount to something like .1.5 ft or 20 ft
chute. The stope is rilled at an angle of 2 !? all
Later on the sand tilling method will probably be
waterholes being bored.
Sufficient of the broken
extended to the lower levels of the mine in such a
ore approxim ately 44%, is drawn off to allow com 
" n yiJr • u " ; ,
JR eef lna.y be taken out below, the
fortable w orking room between the back of the stope
old Main Keef Leader stopes, com m encing from the
and the top of the broken ore, which acts as filling
bottom and going upwards in much tlie same wav
until the stope is completed. Tw o ladderways are
that the faces are carried in coal seams.”— The
cribbed up through the ore, one near either end of
boiU/t African Mining Journal, Sept. 11, 1909, p. 773
stope, built of 6 in. half-joggled logs, and measuring
(A . it.)
1
6 tt. x 3 ft. in the clear. These man ways are com 
menced between tw o chutes, so that the shrinkage
N otes on D efferent M e th o d s of S topeng of the ore directly over the clinte will not affect
this subject the intention is not to
them. W hen blasting, only a few holes nre fired in
\xnte a detailed description of the various methods
a round, so as to allow the large rocks to be broken
in vogue on the Ivalgoorlie Field, but rather to <nve
down sufficiently small to pass through the chutes.
a brief outline o f three of the methods which°are
A fter the stope is beaten through to level above,
most universally m foroc, and from which, ultim ately
all ladders and air pipes are removed from passes,
a tew comparisons may he drawn.
’ *
and the balance of the ore remaining in the stope is
The three methods which the writer proposes emdrawn ofl. The passes then collapse, and tlie timbers
‘ Ti '"S i VI ! ‘ S> art!cle are known as ‘ The R ill,’
a ie legained through the chutes, to be utilised in
Ih e lla tb a c k , and ‘ Tlie Shrinkage.’ Kor com 
other places. Filling is then a very simple matter, •
parative purposes each method will he applied to a
as, the stope being open, the m ullock may be dumped
at whatever point required.
‘w ' f t ° I p ir t
111
° tl1’ aud ° l )ene(1 nP by levels
. W here conditions permit of the satisfactory w ork
Ihe HUl-System.— It is necessary in this system,
ing of the Shrinkage system the writer certainly
ror facilitating mnllocking, to make connections
prefers it. In the Rill system, in opening up the
between levels by rising and whizing at about every
block of ore, three or four winzes are essential to
100 tt. or loO ft. along the ore body. A fter the le a d in '^
economical mining, whilst in the Shrinkage system
stope is beaten o llfo i the full length of the drive the
one winze is sufficient. A considerable savin"-in the
level is timbered. Single still Is are put in lip ’to a
cost of developm ent is thus effected. Expensive ore
width of 14 ft. If the span is too great forstnlls, set
passes, which have to be installed and maintained in
timbers or saddleback stnlls are used. Stulls are
the Kill system, are entirely dispensed with in the
lagged over with 4 in. gim let poles, and wooden
Shrinkage system.
Loss of time, experienced in
chutes are built at intervals of 50 ft. Ore passes are
shifting machines preparatory to filling, is avoided,
cribbed up through the filling directly above each
because in the Shrinkage system the stope is not
cliute, and are constructed of 7 in. round timber or
filled until after it is beaten through and the ore
a i!1' L ?
,S(luare timber, die passes measuring
drawn oft. In the Rill system a certain percentage
4 tt. x 4 ft. in the clear. O ccasionally a double pass
of ore no m atter w hat care is exercised in cleanin''
may be carried np, one side serving as a travelling
UP r* *s’.
' ost—embedded in the filling— whilst in
way.
°
the Shrinkage system a certain amount of low-grade
Stoping is commenced oil' the winzes, and rills are
material scales oft the walls and reduces the grade
gradually formed, one on either end of each winze
slightly. This can be reduced to a minimum by
Ih e rills are generally at an angle of 37° o f! the
strict supervision in the breaking of the stope.
Horizontal, this allow ing for the boring of all waterllie r e are certain conditions under which the
holes. A fter the rill is beaten through, and the ore
Shrinkage system, if applied, would be unsuccessful,
which gravitates down the rill to the ore pass, is
such as in flat veins or in stopes where the walls and
cleaned np, machines are transferred to another
backs are b a d ; but where the lode is at all nearly
portion of the slope, ore passes built up, and filling
vertical and the walls fairly good the writer is
is proceeded with. The tilling, which usually consists
satisfied that it is a cheaper and ju st as satisfactory
of residues, is dumped down the winzes from the level
a method as the K ill system.- In isolated patches of
above and gravitates down the rill into position
ore, which probably would not be worth considering
although at the. extreme points of rills a certain
if a lot of dead work were necessary to deliver the
amount o f handling is required.
m ullock in the stope, this system can be used to
-The T<latback ’ System is similar to the rill the
advantage.” — J. C h e f f ir s . — Queensland Government
difference being that the stope is carried horizontally,
Mining Journal, Sept. 15, 1909, p. 443. (F. A .)
and not rilled as in the previous method. As the
ore does not gravitate, but lies where it is broken, it
is necessary to have ore passes at shorter intervals,
M IS C E L L A N E O U S .
ru lin g is also more expensive on account of the extra
A n a l y s e s of C o l o n ia l O a t s , a n d tjik D ktb r handling required. This method is usually put in
mtnatlon of
t h e ik
Ph o sph o ru s C o n t e n t . __
force where the gronnd is heavy, and bulk heads, etc.
“ The percentage weight of kernel in the oat-grai ns
are required to keep up the back or walls, as the flat
from different districts in Cape Colony varied fro m
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54-3 to 7T1, the highest figure being that given b y a .
fine sample probably grown from Canadian Med.
The author gives the follow ing average results ot his
analvses of oats from various districts of Cape
C o lo n y as specified in the table, together with the
com position of oats from other countries for pur
______________ ________
poses of comparison :
cor->coooi£2nirit;^SS
O
s O O H C j O ^O OTOO I
O&HHOrHHHOHr1

be made

while
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the wood is green or after it is

S6aSolid W ood in One Cord, or a Pile Measuring
128 Cubic Feet.
GuUc Fi,et.
Hardwood, 1-foot lengths.............................

-

Hardwood, 3-foot lengths...
...
■■■
Hardwood, 4-foot le n g th s............................
Hardwood, 12-foot lengths
................

b o b o ic o b c io c j

by closer.piling(conifers being straighter
lose somewhat less)
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Green wood loses in b u lk from seasoning ^... 7 to 11
Green wood loses in w eight from seasoning
50
approxim ately
..........................
"
A cord, of large diameter logs has a greater content
of solid wood than a cord of smaller or split logs
Mines and Minerals, O ctober, 1909, p. 140. (

•
o oo ^ o ‘i®
s *ci*«T5’T
9- 9S
o;m-o
^9

>5

'

............................
Losses. ’
T>er Gent.
Loss from sawdust in sawing to 4-foot
.5
lengths
...
••
i"
Loss from chips in chopping 6-incli sticks to
6 to 8
4-foot lengths
••
•••
12-foot hardwood cut to 4 -foot lengths, loses

boboooooooo

°

'•

Conifers, soft wood

bbbobbooooo

•S&

^o.O

H ardw ood, 2-foot lengths........................................

i !

-c ci s
^o ~ = -!S § •§'?■!
i s : S 1p§ ;

From these results it is evident that Colonial oats
are equal in value as regards organic food material
to those of other countiies, b u t their content of
phosphoric oxide is somewhat lo w e r .’ —J . L e w i s , Cape
of Good Hope Department of. Agriculture, Bull, io,
1908.— .The Analyst, F eb., 1909, pp. 55-56. (E. H . C.)
H o w M u c h W o o d i n a C o r d ?— “ School arith
m etics say that a cord of wood is 128 cubic feet, or
the contents of a pile 8 feet long, 4 feet high, anil
4 feet wide. W o o d is-m a rk eted on this basis. A
pile whose length, breadth, and height m u ltip lie d
together "ives this number of cubic feet nils this
requirement, no m atter whether the sticks are long
or short, straight or crooked, round or split,, unless
there is an understanding to the contrary, lh e
cubic feet of solid wood in a cord, however, may vary
widely according to conditions.
The follow ing table com piled from a publication
o f the United States Departm ent of A griculture,
F orest Service, shows how much difference it makes
whether the wood is cut long or short, chopped or
sawed
and whether the measurements are to

M in in g R e p o r t s .— “ W hereas, the over-valuation
of mining properties b y investors and the p u b lic,d u e
to ignorance of m ining conditions and a lack of tl
real nature of the investm ent, tends to m cre®se
unduly the profits of mine promoters and speculators
and to increase unnecessarily the financial risks
taken by mine investors, to the ultim ate disadvantage
of the mining industry :
_ _
,
Resolved, that it is the opinion of the M ining and
M etallurgical Society of A m erica that, for the pro
tection of shareholders and investors, every
com pany should publish an annual report within 90
d ays-of'the close of its fiscal year and such report
should incorporate the follow ing inform ation
1 A brief review of the past history of the pro
perty, the work accom plished, and the results
obtained, with tabulated statem ent of expenditure
and receipts from the beginning, m arketable piod u c t s made each year, and the sums received from
the sale of same, the annual net earnings and the
disposition made of such earnings.
2 A similar review, but in more detail, of the
work o f the year, with statements of the assets and
liabilities (these statem ents to show all details as to
capitalisation of the com pany ; the number and
classes of shares outstanding at date of the report, ,
the respective rights of these shares ; the number of
sha.es remaining in the treasury ; any options or
contracts on such shares ; any bonded indebtedness)
receipts and disbursements, cost sheet and other
information as to work accomplished and results
obtained^at^ment 0f ore reserves at the date of the
report, compared with the reserves of the previous
vear, with an estimate, b y com petent authority, ot
the probable life of the mine.” - S . ^ . Mining Jour
nal, O ctober 30, 1909, p. 194. (A . R.).
S o ld e r in g
P i . a t i n u m . — “ Soldering
ordinary
platinum vessels is ordinarily done with platinum
itself as the soldering material, or with pure gold ,
using the oxyhydrogen blow-pipe or its equivalent
melting flame ; but the latter has the great disadvan
tage that it melts at a lower temperature than the
platinum, and under temperatures to winch crucibles
or other vessels may be subjected, it melts and leaves
the crack open.
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_ In the Ccntral-Zeitung fiir Optik und Mechanik it
is recommended to close the crack with a mixture of
platinum powder and turpentine oil, then to heat the
jo in t to a white glow , and in cilia condition to
hammer all together.
A nother method, applicable
where the crack is on the edge, consists in hano-iiio- a
narrow strip of platinum sheet over the crack? tlien
placing the article in the fire, heating it white hot,
and then hammering if necessary
A ccordin g to the Metall-Arbeitcr a small hole may
be closed by a rivet made out of platinum wire,
welded after hammering both heads closely. For
larger holes a patch is made of platinum sheet.
r i 9 0 9 ° '\ E

f l c ”) 'Vel<ied' ” _ “

; Industry, Sept.

A p p l ic a t io n o p E l e c t r ic it y to A g r ic u l t u r e .

—
It m ight be of interest to brietly glance at a new
developm ent in the application o f electricity for the
promotion of the grow th of plants.
The discovery
that electrification of the atmosphere im m ediately
above the plant stimulates in certain cases it*
grow th, is already thirty years old, but on ly recently
has this idea been practically developed— first by
Professor Lemstrom, in Sweden, and more recently
r i I
ver Lodge, in collaboration with Mr.
J. b iSewman and Mr. R . Bom ford, on an experi
mental farm at Bitton, G los., and oil a farm of about
40 acres at Evesham, near Birmingham, and at
other places. A network of galvanised iron wires
is stretched over the field to be treated, and sus
pended 18 ft. from the ground from wooden posts
and oil insulators.
The posts are placed 70 yds.
apart, so that about one post per acre is reriuired'
lh e network consists o f No. 11 S .W .G . wire placed '
on«%APr0ntS *■" parallel rows 100 y ls- apart, and
‘J0f / ’ •wire cross-connecting the stouter wires
every 10 yds. The attachm ent o f the latter to the
insulators is not direct, but by means of short links
and tension insulators to reduce the electrical stress
°,n ^ . c insulator itself. The network is positively
electrified to from 60,000 to 100,000 volts by means of
an induction-coil mercury gas break and Lodge
rectifying- vacuum valves.
The induction coil is
worked on the primary side by continuous current
obtained from an ordinary dynamo.
Mr. Lionel
Lodge who is the electrical expert for the various
installations informs me that there is no difficulty
in keeping the potential in the network up to the
figures given except in misty weaiher or durino- m in
when it m ay fall as low as 20,000 volts ; also that
e am ount o f primary power required per acre is
very small, namely, from 10 to 20 watts.
The
installation is run for five or six months durino
eight to ten hours each day, and the total expendi
tu r e o f energy is only about 20 B .O .T . units per
annum per acre. Under this treatm ent the increase
in the yield per acre is about 30%, but under certain
conditions it may be even more.
The system is in
use on several farms in this country, on six farms in
^erm any
and on one farm in H olland.” — Dr.
G is b e e t K a p p , Presidential Address, Inst, o f Elect
S ~ - T t . c S ' n I ''
M e t h o d s o f R e s u s c i t a t i o n . — “ A method of
resuscitation, applicable equally to cases o f electric
simrii
2 nd drowning, which is said to be
p er and more effective than those previously in
ln S
was devised in 1903 by Prof. E. A . Schafer,
effini ’
f
. considerable researches into the
bv t f i ’ S '
s^ste,1,s’ and h a s >Jeen adopted
‘ry the R oyal Life Saving Society.
■
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The first difficulty with a person suffering from
electric shock is to obtain a clear passage through
the patient’s lungs—always a difficult operation__
the teeth are frequently clenched and the tongue at
the back of the throat, stopping the airw ay, and
under methods usually adopted the first thing done
is to open the patient’ s m outh and free the airway
oy grasping the tongue. In Schafer’s method the
patient is laid face downward, thus avoiding the
necessity of attending to the tongue.
‘ The face
downwards position not only insures the falling
forward of the tongue, but also facilitates the escape
of mucus and fluid from throat and mouth by
natural gravitation, and prevents waste of valuable
time which would be otherwise occupied in pre
lim inary operations, and would delay the com m ence
m ent of artificial respiration.’
l h e advantages of the Schafer method may thus
be enumerated ;—
I.
The ease with which artificial respiration may
be performed, hardly any exertion being required.
. ‘I’ The efficiency with which the exchange of air
in the lungs can be produced.
f* rji!10 e.xlI'eme sym plicity of the procedure.
i
im possibility of the air passages being
blocked by the falling back of the tongue.
5. (In cases of drowning).
The readiness with
which water and mucus are expelled from the air
passages through the mouth and nostrils.
6. i t involves no risk of in ju ry to the congested
liver or any other organ.
7. It is very easily remembered, and can be
Drought into operation by one person.

The m eth ol m ay be described as follow s .—
l h e patient should be at once placed face down
wards on the ground, and, without stop p in g to
remove clothing, artificial respiration should be com 
menced im mediately, as every instant o f delay is
serious.
J
Rough usage especially tw isting or bending of the
limbs, should be avoided, and under no circum 
stances should the patient be held up by the feet.
In the event of respiration not being entirely sus
pended, it may not he necessary to im itate breathing ; in that case the patient may be placed on his
side, and natural respiration m ay be assisted by the
application of an irritant substance to the nostrils
and tickling the nose.
Sm elling salts, pepper, or
snuff m ay be used.
’
T o effect artificial respiration one should put one’s
self astride or on one side of the patient’s body in a
kneehng position, facing his head. Placing one’s
hands flat in the small of the back, with the thumbs
n eaily touching and the lingers spread out on each
side of the body over the lowest ribs, lean forward,
and steadily allow the weight o f one’s body to fall
over upon them, and so produce a firm downward
pressure, which must not be violent. Jiy this means
the air (and, in cases o f drowning, water, if there be
any) is driven out o f the patient’s lungs.
Im m e
diately thereafter swing backward, rapidly releasing
the pressure, but w ithout lifting the hands from the
patient's body. This backward and forward move
m ent (pressure and relaxation o f pressure) is repeated
every four or five seconds.
In other words, one
sways one s body forward and backward upon one’s
hands twelve or fifteen times a minnte, w ithout any
marked pause between the movements. B y these
means an exchange of air is produced in the lun<rs
similar to that effected b y natural respiration—
every pressure forces air out o f the chest, every
letaxation of pressure causes it to pass in,
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This procedure must be pursued until natural
respirations are resumed. If they are resumed, and,
as sometimes happens, again tend to fail, the pi ocess of artificial respiration must be resorted to ms
^ W h ils t the operator is carrying out artificial
respiration others may, if there be opportunity,
busy themselves with applying hot flannels to the
limbs and body, and hot bottles to the feet, or
promote warmth by friction, but no attem pt should
he made on the part of the operator to remove the
clothing or to give any restoratives b y the mouth
until natural breathing has re-commenced.
W hen natnral respiration is once established, one
ceases to im itate the movements of breathing, and
the patient may then be turned face upwards, and
the treatment for the promotion of warmth and
circulation proceeded with.
Friction over the snrface of the body must be
resorted to, using handkerchiefs, flannels, &c. Hy
these means the blood is propelled along the veins
towards the heart.
.,
The friction along the legs, arms, and body should
all be towards the heart, and continued after the
patient has been wrapped in blankets or some dry
A s soon as possible after breathing has been
established remove the patient to the nearest house,
a n d further promote warmth by the application or
hot flannels to the pit of the stomach, and bottles or
bladdeis of hot water, heated bricks, i c e ., to the
armpits, between the thighs, and to the soles of the
feet.
If there be pain or difficulty in breathing,
apply a hot linseed-meal poultice to the chest.
On the restoration of life, a teaspoonful of warm
w ater may be given ; then if the pow er to swallow
has returned, very small quantities of wine, warm
brandy and water, beef tea, or coffee administered,
the patient kept in bed, and the disposition to sleep
encouraged.
The patient should be carefully watched for some
tim e to see that breathing does not fail.
If the patient has been carried to the house, care
should be taken to let the air circulate freely about
the room, and crow ding round the patient pre
vented” — General Report and Statistics o f Mines ana
Qnnrries, Minin q Engineer, Nov. 1909, p. 261.
(A. R .)
______
T k ix u u iiik s .— “ In Economic Geology for October,
V ictor Lenher contributes ‘ Some Observations on
tlie Tellnrides.’
He has collected the few facts
known concerning these interesting minerals, and
has added results of experiments made by luniselt.
Although the tellurides are of little n sefor industrial
or metallurgical purposes, they are im portant hy
reason of their association with ore deposits rich m
precious metals.
N ative tellurium is credited to
Boulder County and to Cripple Creek, Colorado ;
the latter part of this statement is open to d o u b t ;
the most notable recent find of this m etallic element
should be credited to Vnlcan, in Gunnison county,
Colorado
Calaverite (named after the county of
Calaveras, in California), and krennerite (after its
discoverer Krenner) are the tellnrides richest in gold
It is obvious that M r. Lenher has n o t exam ined
many specimens o f calaverite from Kalgoorlie,
otherwise he would not describe the mineral as
‘ silver white or slightly bronze coloured.
Ih e
W e s t Australian calaverite is a rich lustrous yellow.
When pure it contains 44% gold and 50% tellurium.
Hessite is the silver telluride ; good specimens have
come from the La Plata mountains (Colorado), as

Feh. 19L0

well as from- N agyag and Veraspatak, in Transyl
vania. The lead tellurides altaite and nagyagite arc
named after the localities where they were first
found, but they have an academic interest only.
The telluride of mercury is coloradoite and it is
allied to kalgoorlite, which is a W est Australian
variety containing gold and silver. Tetradym ite is
the bismuth telluride and rikardite is the copper
telluride. The last of these was determined in 1S02,
from specimens found in Colorado ; since then i t
has been recognised in several districts. I h e study
of the chemistry of the tellnrides derives importance
from the li^ht it throws on the origin of ore deposits
c o n t a i n i n g gold and silver.
Tellurium reduces the
salts of the precious metals, especially gold. The
gold tellurides all precipitate gold from a chloride
solution.
When tellurium itself is treated with
ferric chloride ihe tellurium dissolves, reducing the
ferric chloride to a ferrous condition. This reaction
has been used as the basis for the extraction of
tellurium from telluride ores. W h en roasted, the
tellurides lose their tellurium, which tends to
become fixed by com bination with ferric oxide, as an
iron tellurate.’ Tellurium can be transported in
nature as an alkaline tellurite or tellurate
As a
s u lp h id e it is readily soluble in alkaline sulphides,
and so long as free oxygen is absent, it can be trans
ported in this form .
A s Mr. Lenher saj's : Ih e
close association of the tellurides with the m oie
deep-seated sulphides would suggest that it is
possible that these sulphides furnish sulphide solu
tions that are capable of carrying the tellurium and
that on contact with the gold solutions from ateial
sources they are able to produce the telluride
deposits.’ ” — Mining Magazine, B ee. 1909, p. o'23.
(A . R .)

Reviews and New Books.
(W e shall be pleased to review any Scientific or Tech
nical Work sent to its fo r that purpose.)
O r e D r e s s in g . B y R o b e r t H. R ic h a r d s . Vol.
III. and IV . 8 vo.,pp . 850. Illustrated. M cGrawH ill Book Co., Mew Y ork. Price 42s.
“ The publication of these tw o volumes supple
ments the two-volum e book issued in 1903. The
author is piofessor of mining engineering and m etal
lurgy in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
at Boston, and needs no introduction to those engaged
in mining. B y preparing these two volumes, together
with an index (which constitutes a separate and hfth
volume), Mr. Richards has completed a monumental
task, which will ensure his abiding fame as a
specialist in the w et treatm ent of ores. It will be
open for technical men to criticise the voluminous
character and the consequent cost of this tremendous
treatise, but these draw backs are inevitable from the
bigness and intricacy of the subject. M oreover, the
time necessary to the preparation of the successive
volumes, or e'ven chapters, has been so great that
some of the earlier portions have been out-of-date by
the time the concluding paragraphs went to press.
Even in preparing these last two volumes the autlioi
w'as compelled to enlarge his matter from a ennui
supplement or appendix to dimensions fully equal to
the original publication. M eanwhile the revision ot
V ol. I. and II. was prohibited by the fact that tlie
details are so interwoven as to 'preclude any method
not involving re-writing. Indeed, .we sympathise
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with the author, who is known to be as painstaking
author claims to be his own are certainly well worth
as lie is accurate, for new concentrating devices and
consideration and study, and the author’s ability of
oven new principles of ore dressing have succeeded
assimilating and com bining facts mentioned by other
others so rapidly as to embarrass a conscientious
writers on the subject are worthy of appreciation and
student desiring to be a trustworthy teacher. In
deserve commendation in every respect. It is but
order to avoid the revision of the first two volumes
seldom that one finds a work of this description in
while yet adding the latest available information
which a number of facts concerning a. particular
tlie author lias given 11s two additional volumes in
ob ject are so well put together, and tlie author is
which the subject matter of Vol. I. and 11. is supple
modest enough to acknowledge bis indebtedness to
mented chapter by chapter. The fifth volume is an
others throughout the book. The frequent references
index that binds the four volumes together. Tims
and cross references that occur in the text certainly
tlie reader is practically compelled to purchase Vol.
render tne reading of the book somewhat difficult for
II.I. and J-y. in order to obtain tiie corrections and
such students as have not all the literature referred
amplifications of the m atter appearing in Vol. I. and
to either at their fingers’ ends or in the shelves beside
J1. ; at the same time the buyer of V ol. III. and IV.
them ; but on the whole the usefulness of the work
will have only a lordly fragm ent of technical infor
is much enhanced by such references to the standard
mation until -he completes his purchase by obtaining
W’orks and writings of other authorities.
the lirst two volumes. The index is supplied free to
Dr. Ing. Percy A. W agner is without doubt an
purchasers of Vol. III. and IV. W e confess that we
authority on the subject he deals with, and a trans
do not like this feature of the publication, but we
lation of this book into our language would be a
suppose that it was unavoidable. Certainly the cost
boon to students who feel that there is still room for
of books of this kind is insignificant compared to the
further literature on the subject, and who wish to
information they g iv e ; a single page, even a para
gain a practical and useful -knowledge in this direc
graph, will often contain daia Wurth a hundred times
tion w ithout having time or opportunity to read all
the price that an engineer may have paid for the
that lias been written on the diamond fields of South
privilege of owning so comprehensive a technical
A frica, as in the short compass of this w ork a great
guide. In one chapter Mr.. Richards gives details
many useful, interesting matters are considered
concerning 94 representative mills in the principal
winch one hardly would look for in a book of its size.
mining centres of the w orld ; lie publishes data con
T o revert to the work itself. The first few pages
cerning cost, power, extraction, arrangement, and so
are devoted to a somewhat exhaustive list o f the
forth, in such detail as to give figures and facts of the
literature published in a variety of countries on the
greatest value to anyone engaged in this branch of
same subject, in all numbering 138 books, papers
metallurgy. In another chapter the cost o f milling
articles, etc., to which reference is made in the book’
is elucidated with elaboration, affording a wealth of
and this in itseif should prove to be a useful com pen
practical inform ation. W e venture one criticism :
dium for the student.
the author practically ignores the air-cushion stamp.
Although the writer deals only in a very small
In tlie first edition ihe working of this stamp, owim?
portion of his work with the German South-W est
to its misleading name—the ‘ pneum atic sta m p ’—
A frica diamond fields, y et tlie facts lie mentions are
was misinterpreted. In the second edition, some in
interesting. A ccording to Dr. W agner, the field has
formation was given concerning one or tw o stamps
a great futiire before it, in spite of the small size of
of tins type that had proved to be failures. In Vol.
the stones found hitherto, and he tells us that from
III. just published, the whole subject is dismissed in
1908, t0 t,ie enc' ° f Decem ber of that year
a few lines, with the remark that'this tvpe of stamp
3 9 ,/62 carats, representing a value of M . '1,100 000
is not gam ing ground. A s a m atter"of fact, the
have been found.- W hether the very sanguine
air-cushion stamp has inn successfully at D olcoath
opinion that the stones, averaging as they do from
tor several years, and an additional installation is
4 to 5 carats, are of exceptionally fine quality, will
now being erected-. Sim ilarly the experience at East
bei maintained in the future, is y et a question of con
I ooI has induced the engineers to increase their
siderable doubt.
plant
In fsouth A frica, it is being tried at the New
W e can congratulate Dr. W agner on his efforts
Meirifontein, as was mentioned in onr September
now placed before ns, and shall certainly look for
issue. 1 he air-cushion stamp lias its limitations, but
ward to further works from his pen.” —London,
>eln8 In successful operation, it deserves a place in
mining Journal, Oct. 23, 1909, p. 149. (G. H. S.)
an encyclopedia of ore-dressing. W e congratulate
tlie author on fulfilling his purpose in giving techni
Bajrstow, Leonard. The Elastic Lim its of Iron
cal literature a treatise so comprehensive and so
and Steel under Cyclical Variations of Stress. 4to
sd. Dut.au. Is. 6d.
■ ’
p ll160VOrt{ v ' ” ~ 77,C
Magazine, O ct., 1909,
Ballinger, W . F., and Perrot, E. G. Inspector’s
H andbook of Reinforced Concrete. 12mo. Constable
IF, I )lA M A N T F U H ltE N D E N G E S T E IN E S U D A E R IK A S .
N et 4s.
o n ‘ li
a P ercv a - W a g n e r .
Pp. -207 with
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, J “ lustrations and 2'tables. (Berlin, Dentsehle s tin g . 8vo., pp. 276. Constable. N et 8s.
( ( rp/V : ^ebriider Boriitriiger.)
Hell, James. Introductory Science. Cr. 8vo. sd.
" ’ s work will, no doubt, be eagerly perused by
Normal Press. N et Is. 6d. '
’
■J n u m berofp eop le interested in the Smith African
Corbin, Thomas W . Modern Engines. Cr. 8vo.
amomf industry, who are always on the look-out
sd., pp. 135. C. A . Pearson. N et Is. Cloth, net
linn t
In co ' ,neet'on with the diamond fields,
Is. 6d.
■ilfi'
, m , a practical and scientific a sp ect; but
Cotterill, J. H ., and Slade, J. H. Lessons in
v
the author shows himself possessed of a
Applied Mechanics. Vols. I. and II. 12mo. Mac
vpf^i
kn°w ledge.of the subject he deals with,
millan. Each 3s.
fnv ti
which be places before bis readers are
pienhardt-Schlom anii Series of Technical D iction 
his o
STeater part derived from efforts other than'
aries. Vol. 7. H oisting and Conveying Machinery.
to H , : n’ ,and 0011se(l u e ii tl y already previously brought
Compiled by P. Stulpnagel.
12mo.
Constable,
K> their knowledge. Nevertheless, such data as the
N et IQs. 6d,
■ •
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Abstracts

o f Patent

Applications.

(C 1 500/08. A. J. A rbnckle.
Improvem ents in
apparatus for the treatm ent of crushed ore pro
ducts for the recovery of the metal contents.
19.12.08.
t
The above application claims apparatus for le
treatment of crushed ores com prising the
tion of dewatering cones, previously patened by Uii
• m o lica n t, and air-lift dissolving vats,
lh e p io c e s s
described involves features such as air-lift dissolving
vats and return of overflow solution for elevatin0
thickened pulp before pumping.
(C 1 112/09
W illiam A rthur Caldecott. Improve(
mentis in or connected w ith dissolving vats for
use in the treatm ent of ores. 6.3.09.
The obiect is the acceleration o f the dissolving
of gold in' sand practically free from slime.
The improvements consist of the com bination of
various devices for the aeration and mechanical
agitation of ore pulp with the application of the
Caldecott cone diaphragm N o. 231, 1908
This application is the com bination of the Calde
cott cone diaphiagn. for the treatment ofsa n d s with
tw o systems of pump agitation, with a system ot an.
agitation, and also with a system of
agitation by means of a screw w orking in a a r t ic le
pipe known as the “ H endryx A gitator.
(C l

167/09. A lexander John A rbnckle. Im provcments in means for introducing a n d .^ tn b u tin g
mixtures of solids and liquids in settling or other
vats and vessels. 5.4.09.
This'specification claims for the purpose of ™ci lt-ating the settling of solids from pulp certain
arrangements of internal cones and rings vvith a
vertlcle shaft provided with helical scraper blades
“ substantially as described and shown.
(C )

N et os.

218/09. Thomas M illar Smith. Improvements
in means for obtaining better combustion of the
fuel in the furnaces of steam generators and the

A S h ftfu o e v m $ : ^H andbook of Corliss Steam
E n g i n e s . ’ 4th edition.
8vo. Spoil. N e t 4s. 6d.
Thompson, A : Beeby. Petroleum Mining; a n d O il
Field Development.- 8vo., pp. 382.
C. Lockwood.

like. S.5.09.
This refers to the heating of air to a high tem pera
ture in passages or tubes located in the cornlnif31ti
chambers of a steam boiler before njixing it with the
volatile gasses issuing from the grate.

N Thomsen, T. C.
Internal Lubrication of Steam
Engines. Cr. 8vo.', pp. 98, Technical Pub. Co. N et

(C,)

2s. 6d.

289/09. K arl Sophus Sturup (1), T ' ie° d ° / <;
W ilfrid R i ll : (2). Improvements- in- means tol
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distributing sand on mine dumps, also applicable
for other similar purposes. 18.6.09.
This application relates to means for delivering
■tailings over the edge of a dump, and comprises a
power-driven conveyor belt moving horizontally at
right angles to the line of the track for the trucks.
This belt is mounted on a carriage travelling on
rails, b a de rails are provided for raising the trucks
above tlie conveyor, where the contents o f tlie trucks
.are tipped into a hopper.
.(C.) 547/09.

Oscar Clarence Beach. Improvements
in grinding mills. 26.11.09.
This refers to numerous improvements in small
plate grinding mills for assayers’ samples, including
means of gettin g better alignment of discs com°
plete discharge o f all the ore, saving of dust and
.better lubrication o f the machine.
’
.(C.)
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sulphocyanide solutions, and using ozone as the
xuhzing agent.
Lim e, caustic soda, and soluble
th erew ith'^ 0? !1
MUght a’ S° be USed in connection
h e a fm ln f
1 1S1 J].eces?ary that the mass under
in whToh o J t 10UfL ^
ln a non »cid condition,
in w hich state the inventor claim s his process has
precious metals than for the
mass
remain undissolved in the ore
^

J P * * r ,Heiu'y Livingstone Sulnian (1), Henry
H ow ard Green way (2), A rthur Howard H ig g in ? V-„lllipfr0VenientS ln or relilting to the concen”
tration of ores. J5.12.09.

t l .P “
aPPllcat“ n refers to a modification of
the
flotation
method of concentration, which
consists m the substitution of certain specified organic
substances for oil or oily liquids previously u s fd in
conjunction with sligh tly acidified water, as mineral
frothing agents. The substances mentioned comprise
cer am organic acids, ethereal salts, aromatic
hydroxy-com pounds, and ketones.

548/09
R obert Lemmon (1), R obert P atrick
H olmes (2). A u tom atic filter press. 26 II 09
This machine consists o f an autom atic continuous
lifter press, having filter chambers on an interm it
tently revolving table.
Tlie filter chambers are
fitted wit h air-tight plungers, reciprocating vertically
into and out of said chain hers, thereby compressing
Selected Transvaal Patent Applications.
air on the surface of the slime pulp and forcing the
liquid through a filtering medium placed in the
R e l a t in g to C h e m is t r y , M e t a l l u r g y a n d
bottom of the chamber.
The pulp is admitted
M in in g .
through a launder into the chamber directly under
neatli it, pressed by means of the air-tight plunder
Com piled by C. H. M K isch , P .M .C h a rt.In st.P .A .
then moved forward in the chamber by means of a
(.London), Johannesburg (Member).
] -12th i evolution of the table to the position of the
next plunger. This operation of pressing is repeated
t i i n ' ^ n l i S -(7 lP) mea! lsprovisional specifica
four times.
In the fifth position of the chamber
tion, and (C) complete specification. The number
washing and agitation o f the pulp takes place
VnnN lS /
°p j^ e sPecifirati°n, the name that oj the
thence pressing is repeated twice, followed by
applicant, and the date that of filing.)
another agitation and wash, and again pressing is
repeated three times.
.
■
°
(P-) 17/10. R. B. Ballantine (1), M. W a rn er 12)
The final position o f the chamber- is the point of
An improved process for the reduction o f cassiterite
discharge of pressed slime, which operation is perand apparatus therefor. 21.1.10,
formed by autom atically lifting the filter-bed to the
•
C. A . Parsons. im provem ents relat
level of the top o f the chamber and rem oving the
ing to the governing- of fluid operated motors. 21.1.10. ’
slimes by means of a scraper. A s there are twelve
(U ) 19/10. E. .Richardson (1), J. T Marshall 1 9 \
chambers in all, there will thus be one chamber
Improvem ents in slide valves for fluid pressure
filling, eight sim ultaneously pressed, tw o simulsteam and other engines. 21. 1. 10.
*
iHsdiarged ag' tated and waslied> and one being
Dound fn r ^ 0’ IA com position or com(C.) 570/09.

A lfred Noffitt Sedgley.

Improvements

10 1209
PU" 1P’ filterS’ and strainereTw o skeleton drums are mounted vertically on a
tubular frame connected to a vertical tubular axis
between the d ru m s; around the drums is passed a
suitable filter cloth m tlie form of a belt, and drawn
tight on the drums by tw o rollers.
sn itlw systen,1 re'’o l^es on the central axis at a
suitable speed, and the pulp is fed down the axis
passes through the tubular frame to the interior of
ihe two drums, and is thrown against the filter clot h
winch passes round them, and, retains the solid
° f I1’ ®
Whi,',e allowing t>ie solution to
pass through and be collected in an outer lixed
casing m which the drum fram e revolves
An arrangement is provided for rotating the
? o T « S 7 tIl?’ r .ow " axis’ tIuls causing the filte? belt
" n, “ el ai,r‘ Pass t " '° scrapers, which clear it of the
beneath"

P

int° a suitable receptacle

574/09. John Collins Clancy. Treatment of
mi . Pre<‘iousimetaUifer6us ores. 10 12 09
1 his application refers to a process'for the treat
ment ot ores containing precious metals b y means of

r b lls t "g neU2Lai lT " U,e 110X10US fm" eS Pr0du- d
(P .) 21/10. E. J.. W a y (1), A . J. ArbuckJe. Im 
provements in vats or vessels for the treatment of
crushed ore products. 22.1. 10.
(P.) 22/10. James Garvie. D ouble faced valve
and join t connection. 27.1.10.
(P.) 23/10. James Edward Thomas. Im prove
m e n t^ ,n or relating to tnbe-mill feeding devices.'
(P.) 24/10. John H enry H oughton. A n improved
m ixture for neutralising the noxious fumes produced
b y blasting m mines. 28.1.10.
piouutea
_ (C.) 25/10. Georg Schwabach.
Improvements
p l a n t '1 28nig 10eVICeS for g ‘lS a” d tl,e fike ^
_ (C.) 26/10, Ernest Arm strong. ' Iium-ovpinpnfo
m or relating to files rasps or similar tools. 28 1.10
(V.) 2/jit).
G odfrey Benington Johnson.
Iim
-provements in and in apparatus for producing
corrugated metal sheets for roofing a id oth ef
purposes. 28.1.10.
„
A d olf Andersson. Improvements in
rock drilling machines.
(P.) 30/10. Fred. H erbertBrislin. Improvements
in oi ielating to fingers or devices for. puttino- the
stamps of stamp batteries out of action. 2.2. It?
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(P.) 31/10. Peter Miller. Improvem ents in drills
or bits applicable for machine or. hand drilling.

2'(2P10.) ’

32/10. Elisha Tippett. Improvem ents m or
relating to rock drilling machines. 2.2.10.
(P.) 33/10. J anies H igham . Im p rov ed a u to m a tic
and con tin u o u s sam p le d iv id in g apparatu s.

(P.)

35/10.

M i l l s (2 ).

(P.)

3.2.10.

J o s e p h Am os
I m p r o v e m e n t s in m in e v e n t ila t io n . 3 .- .1 0 .

36/10.

John W h itford (1),

Frederick George Fell.

Stamp safety

^ t p T 38/10. ' Frederick W esley Thomas.
Clean
up machine. 5.2.10.
.
_
(P.) 41/10. D uderick Cornelms Johannes-bnziin.
Improvem ents in safety lamps. 9.2.10.
•
(P.) 42/10. Allan Ewen V ictor Fraser. A u to 
matic petrolene gas generator. 9.2.10.
- - . i .,*
(C.) 43/10. J o h n L o w t h e r . Im p ro v e m e n ts r e la t

(P.)
70/10.
T . M . Smith. Improvements in
means for obtaining better combustion of the fuel in
the furnaces of steam generators and t h e ' like.
25 2 10.
(P.) 71/10. E. J. W a y (1), A . J. A rbuckle (2).
Improvem ents in apparatus for the treatm ent of
crushed ore products. 25.2.10.
(C.)
72/10.
A. M. Robeson.
A n unproved
method of refrigeration. 25.2.10.
(P.) 73,10. "W . O. Purves. A u tom atic coupling,
for buffers. 26.2.10.
(P.) 74/10. F. V. W . Swantou. Improved ap
paratus to produce power by weighted epicyclesacting in a certain epicyloidal manner. 28.2.10.

in g to bearers fo r m in e shafts.
(C). 45/10. F re d e rick B e n ja m in A dolph? Kirsten.

Improvements in apparatus for recovering diamonds.
1°(PA0’ 46/10. Edward Jameson (1), V ictor Frolicli
(2). Inipiovem ents in means for operating gravity
stamps,

g enry W illiam Mnhleisen.

D rilling

aP(IC.1)a t 4S/1011 W illiam Philip.
Improvem ents in
safety devices for hoisting apparatus. 11.2.10.
• (P.) 49/10. Charles M cGregor.
Improvem ents
in means lor igniting t.he Inses or the like of explosive
charges in blasting. 12.2.10.
^
(P.) 50/10. E m m an u el K o h lm e y e r (1), W ilh e lm u s
H endrikus Visser. Improvem ents in apparatus ior
concentrating pulp. 12.2.10.
(P.) 51/10 M . S. Beaton (1), J. Eason (2), J. H.
W ilson (3). •Improvements in autom atic lubiicating
apparatus. 16.2.10.
•
. .
(C.) 52/10. H. Stephan. Improvements in con 
duits for granular matter. 18.2.10.
- (C.) 53/10.. R. Macpherson (1), W . E. H eys (2).
Improvements in the manufacture of soaps. 18.2.10.. (C 1 '54/10. H. H. Benn (1), P. A . Ransom (2), G.
F. Buck (3), T h e Unbreakable Pulley & M ill Gearing
Co., Ltd. (4).
Improvements in connection with
friction1clutches. 18 2.10.
•
-' (P.) 56/10. F. Kantenback. The mono-rail car.
' 18 2 10.
(C.)- 57/10.
C- C. Hansen.
Improvem ents in
mountings for drills. 18.2.10.
.
(C .) 58/10.
C. C.- Hansen.- Im provem ents in
m ining machine mountings. 18.2.10.
(P.) 60/10. J. R- T h u rlo w . - Im p rov em en ts in or
rela tin g

to -a p p ai atu s fo r cla ssify in g •crushed

Pr(CU)Ct61/rO.‘ “ 'j.'C o r n e ll.
lubricator. 21.2.10.
(P.) 62/10. J. H olm an.

o ie

A com bined cock and
. •

Im p ro v e m e n ts in m eans
fo r a lla y in g th e d u st or c o lle ctin g the d e tritu s in ro ck

drilling. 21.2.10.
.
(P.) 63/10. H. C. Belir. Improvements in mine
ventilation. 21.2.10.
.
(P.) 64/10. H .C . Belir. Improvem ents in means
for su b -d iv id in g stream s o f pulp. 21.2.10.
(C.)
65/10.
J- N . Cook.
A com bined pipe
atta ch m en t.

21.2.10.

- Feb. .1910

■

(C ) 67/10
H. Donner. Improved process and
apparatus for obtaining an increase in the pressure of
!l ^pUjid’e S /lO .^ j' N icholls. T ox ic torch. 22.2.10.
P.
69/10. C. F. E. O. Schmitt. Improvements
in tube mill feeding means, also applicable in part to
spiral pumps.. 24 2.10. ■
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